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USG sounds off on
insurance options

11M connected'
Cell phone users lack tact

State University are offered health
insurance by Student Resources.
The health services advisory
committee has been researching different plans since the holBy Candice Jones
iday break. They have already
»EP0»!(R
decided to include abortion
The future student health costsunderthefutureinsu ranee
insurance provider is hanging plan, which will raise the premium $1 under the Chickering
in the balance.
For the 2006-2007 school plan and $11 under the Student
year, it will be mandatory for all Resources plan.
undergraduate students to have
However, they have not decida health insurance plan issued ed whether or not to cover the
by the University, or a plan that cost of birth control. Right now,
the University's plan
is comparable in covcovers only birth conerage. The Health
"Wejust
trol that is deemed
Services Advisory
have
to
find
medically necessary
Committee will meet
while other birth
with
representathe best
purchases are
tives from insurance
insurance control
made out of pocket.
companies Friday to
possible for Including birth condiscuss and vote on
the insurance plan
trol in the insurance
the
students." coverage
that will be offered
would raise
next year.
Chickering's premiMARIA KHOURY.
um S9 and Student
Sen. Maria Khoury,
SENATOR
Recourses premium
from the health serwould be raised $23.
vices advisory comThe most basic deciding facmittee, presentedtheplanopt ions
at last night's Undergraduate tors will be premium cost. For a
plan similar to the one currently
Student Government's meeting.
"We just have to find the best offered, Chickering is quoting
insurance possible for the stu- $1,190 and Student Resources is
at $1,242.
dents," she said.
The decision is between two
Whichever plan the committee
separate health care provid- chooses to adopt on Friday will
ers: Chickering and Student be the plan that students will be
Resources. Currently, BGSU mandated next year.
offers students insurance from
USG. PAGET
Chickering, students at Ohio

New mandatory
insurance provider to
be chosen this Friday

Forget convenience. According to
some, the use of a cell phone can
result in rudeness, unwanted interruption, financial hardship, criminal charges, serious Injury and
even death.
For many people, including management and information systems
assistant professor Trent Sanders,
cell phones have become little more
than an annoyance.
"It seems to me that people don't
use cell phones with any courtesy at
all," he said. "They have no concept
that their conversation on their cell
phone is disniptive and/or discourteous to people who may be standing next to them."
Sanders added that he would be
delighted if he could block the conversations of people sitting next to
him in an enclosed space. Unless, of
course, they were using their phone
in an emergency.
"I would do it on a plane or on
a bus or any place that was highly
confined and I couldn't get away,"
he said. "Always at random and
always laughing. Can you hear me
now? No!"
Other professors, such as instructor Diane Conway, are annoyed by
cell phone users that let their phones
go off in class.
"The ringing is disruptive. The

Grad sings in Carnegie Hall
Student travels to NY
to perform in a six
week event series
By Laura K. Simmons

Photo Provided
SINGING STARS: Marilyn Home (left) invited Kisma Jordan (right) of
Detroit to perform on one of her New York master classes.

•(POUTED
The goal of the Marilyn Home
Foundation is to promote and
preserve beautiful voices, and
starting today one of those voices
belongs to Kisma lordan — a second-year graduate student at the
University, who has been studying voice for 13 years.
lordan has been invited to perform in a masterclass with famed
mezzo-soprano Marilyn Home
today in Carnegie Hall. The event
is part of a week long six-event
series of recitals and master classes being held there, entitled, "The
Song Continues...".
Home met lordan last fall
when she came to the University
for the Helen McMaster Endowed

ProfessorshipinVocaland Choral
Studies at the University.
After hearing lordan sing,
Home was so impressed wit h t he
University student that she wanted to help her begin her career, so
she gave lordan an invitation to
the "Big Apple."
For lordan, singing has always
been a passion, but it was only
six years ago that she began to
consider it as a career.
"I never really thought about it
Isingingl — I just always did it. I
just always sang," she said.
But when Jordan was an
undergraduate at Kentucky State
University studying education, a
voice teacher approached her and
said she should consider a professional singing career.
So lordan switched majors as a
junior to opera theater.
"I don't think there's anything
SINGS. PAGE 6

Looking inside the gene pool
Health says a sibling with heart
disease is a greater predictor for
risk than are parents. Robert
Heizelman, a physician at the
Student Health Center, agrees
By Erica Thomas
with this finding.
REPORTED
"Heart disease is a mixture of
Freshman Leslie Nelson's grand- genetic components and lifeparents have both undergone style choices," Heizelman said.
heart surgeries. Now she works "Influences of a person's enviout at the Rec to prevent heart ronment along with genes and
disease. But Nelson's grandpar- medical problems they inherit
ents aren't the biggest factor in from their parents, make it
determining her risk for heart only logical for siblings to share
disease; according to a new these traits."
study, her siblings get that job.
While the majority of colThe National Institute of lege students are famously not

Siblings, lifestyle
choices are predictors
for heart disease

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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Find more stories about portable gadgets
in this months IN FOCUS. PAGt '

By Matt Clark
IN FOCUS EDITOR

health conscientious, there are
reasons why they should be. The
American Heart Association's
studies show that the hardening
of the arteries, a process which
contributes to the 2.5 million
lives claimed by heart disease
each year, begins in the late
teens to early twenties.
But before students run off to
the Student Recreation Center,
there are other measures they
must also take to improve their
health and keep their hearts
pumping strong.
For starters, a healthy diet
will benefit in preventing heart

disease. And improving health
requires "a low fat diet with lots
of fruits and vegetables, monitored cholesterol levels and an
increase of fiber consumption,"
Heizelman said.
He added that avoiding smoking and alcohol consumption
will also play a major role in
preventing heart disease.
Despite what the studies show,
not all students are concerned
with developing heart disease.
"My family doesn't have a history of heart disease, but even if
HEART, PAGE 6
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CWRU shooter
sentenced to life
ByThomasl.Sheeran

believes others are responsible
for Wallace's murder.
"When the power is evil,
CLEVELAND — The family of
the only person killed in a 2003 innocent people suffer," Haider
campus shooting rampage is said. "Norman Wallace is dead
satisfied that the killer, spared because the power is evil.
the death penalty: will serve out Norm paid the price because
his life in prison, two brothers of some criminal acts of some
of the victim said yesterday.
power brokers at Case Western
"If he's locked up and not Reserve University."
Asked if he was crazy, Haider
able to go out and hurt anyone else, that's fine with us. As replied, "Not at all."
One of the wounded survilong as he can't do it again,"
said Brian Wallace, 31, of Fort vors, Susan Helper. 48, said she
Lauderdale, Fla.
was glad the jury had skipped
His brother, Norman Wallace, the death sentence option.
"I think that vengeance, the
30. ofYoungstown, was killed by
Biswanath Haider, now 65, in a culture of vengeance, is not the
7 1 /2-hour rampage inside the way to respond to something
like this." the Case Western
business school on campus.
Reserve University
Another brother,
economics profesDavid Wallace, 38,
"I
believe
that
of Columbus, said
sor said from her
the family hadn't
sabbatical assignas long as
focused on a posment in Berkeley,
he's
off
the
sible- death penCalif.
Helper suffered
alty recommenda- street, we're
a chest wound and
tion from the jury
satisfied..."
said she still fears
"There's nothing
for her personal
that's going to bring
DAVID WALLACE,
Norman back." he
safety at times. She
VICTIMS BROTHER
said in a separate
testified at the trial
but didn't not stay
phone interview.
around to listen to
"I believe that as
long as he's off the street we're any testimony.
fudge Peggy Foley lones
satisfied with the jury's recommendation," David Wallace must decide whether to accept
the jury's tecommendition
said.
Haider was upset that a or impose a less severe punhacker had wrecked his Web ishment but cannot sentence
site meant to help business I lalder to death. She scheduled
entrepreneurs from India He sentencing for Feb. 17.
Haider, a native of Calcuna,
believed a school computer laboratory employee was responsi- India, was convicted on 196
ble. Wallace, who encountered counts for killing Wallace, a
Haider shortly after Haider Case graduate student, and
attacked the business school, wounding two others.
The SWAT team responding
had never met Haider.
In a news conference yester- to the standoff was hampered
day inside Cuyahoga County
Jail. Haider said he firmly
SHOOTING, PAGE 6
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Flurries

music is nice, but it intemipts everybody's train of thought." she said.
She also worries of students taking pictures of exams and developing other ways to cheat with
their phones.
But it is not just professors that
are annoyed with a caller's conversations. Students, such as Freshman
Sarah Clark, feel similarly.
"Certain conversations in public
should be kept private," she said.
"That is the only thing that gets on
my nerves is when people are arguing on their phones. It's like go to
your room or something."
Other students mentioned being
annoyed by those who take calls during dinner, in a movie theater, or during a conversation.
So, according to some, cell phone
users can be perceived as rude.
Another negative consequence of.
cell phone use falls right on the user.
Too much connectedness.
Sanders said it seems students
these days are too connected. Even
as recent as ten years ago students
had more of a separation from their
parents and therefore had to deal
with college problems without their
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Partly
Cloudy
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Ford employees left out in the cold as plants 'idle*
Up to :5().(KX) jobs are
lost as Ford Motors
close plants nationally
By Harry R.Webet
■Hi

«SS0CIAI!0 PRESS

i IAPIYII i J:. Ga — Marie dmon
moved widl his teenage son from
Ohio (o Ceorgia 18 months ago
in a quest for more stable work at
the liml Motor Co. assembly plant
outside Atlanta.
Now, he's regretting the decision
after the automaker announced
yesterday it's shutting the plant
along with 13 other facilities in a
major cost-cutting move.
"It's a shame when you can give
youi whole life to something and
then it cnimbles right in front of
urn ." said Gilmorc. 34.
(Ither employees at Ford plants
in Nortli America slated for closure
reacted with emotions ranging
from anger to disappointment to
surprise. Ilic coni|>an\ said 25,000
to 30,(XK) jobs will be lost.
"Their hopes iuid dreiims and
aspirations and secure future .ingone for now,'' slid Ken Dearing.
president of the local union that
represents lord workers at the
I lazlewoori. Mo., plant outside St.
Louis, which also will IK- idled.
Besides the Georgia and
Missouri plants. Rird also said it
will idle Michigan's Wixom assembly plant and Ohio's Bata\ia nansmission plant. Windsor (listing in
Ontario will also lie idled, liml
lias not MM named another two
BSSembrJ pl.intsit expects tnshut.
While some officials in the
affected communities held out

Andrew Cutraro APPnoto

STARTING OVER: Oscar Johnson, an assembler who has worked for Ford Motor Company for 12 years, talks about the fate of the St. Louis Assembly
Plant at the end of his shift yesterday. Johnson is optimistic that the company will find a place for the plant's workers.
hope the plants could reopen
one day because R>rd said it was
"idling' them over the next two
years, the company gave no indication die plants would be used
for any other purpose. It also said
■ill the facilities it is shutting will
cease production Ijy 2012.
In southwest Ohio, the loss of the
Batavia plant will cost 1,745 jobs

and the county's largest employer.
Ihe plant which has been open
since iMitti, makes transaxles for
several lord models, including the
Fscape and freestyle.
"While it will have significant
fiscal impact on the county, it
will hit Hatavia township and
the sch(Kil districts even harder,''
said David Spinney, a Clennont

County, Ohio, administrator.
In Michigan, lames Crawford
said he is too young to retire and
might not have enough seniority
to get hired at anotiier plant, even
though he has worked at Rlld for
lByears.
"This really hits me hard," said
the 39-year-old car painter, who
listened to the announcement on

the radio in a white Lord Probe
parked across the street from the
Wixom plant. "It looks like I'm
starting over."
Crawford's sentiment echoes
the uncertainty that is just beginning for most of the workers.
Those old enough will retire,
but are worried about the security of their pensions.

Younger workers are hoping
to land jobs at other plants, but
they're not optimistic. Ford said
it will make efforts to place some
workers at other facilities.
The news is especially tough in
Georgia, which already was reeling from General Motors Corp.'s
announcement in November
that it would close its plant in
Doraville, which could cut more
than 3,000 jobs. The Ford plant
in llapeville has about 2,000
employees. It makes the Ford
Taurus, which is being phased
out this year. It is Ford's only
assembly plant in the South
identified by the company for
changes.
"We'redevastated,"said Danny
Sparks, chairman of the local
union representing Ford workers
at the Hapeville plant. "This work
force deserves some attention to
this. They have done everything
Ford has asked of them."
As workers left the Hapeville
plant yesterday in a light drizzle,
they said they were upset but not
surprised by the news.
Shipping clerk Wilburn Kelly,
a 38-year veteran employee,
said he expects to retire. But
for his co-workers who haven't
reached retirement age, he said,
"It will be rough."
Police cniisers were posted
at the plant gate and across the
road at the union office in case
of problems, but the scene was
quiet at Ixith places.
I lapeville Mayor Alan I lallman
called the news "a setback for
the state" and the community of
6.200 just south of Atlanta.

Senators, FCC work to keep cell phone records out of the wrong hands
Legislators introduce
bills to punish illegally
obtained phone data
By Jennifer C. Kerr
!■>!

ASSOCIMED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Disclosures
that companies are sellingprivate
phone records have lawmakers
and federal regulators moving to
try to halt the practice.
Senate Majority Leader Bill
Frist, li-Tenn., said in a statement yesterday that he will work
with the head of the Senate
Commerce Committee, Sen. Ted
Stevens, U-Alaska, on a bill to

criminalize the practice.
"Fraudulently obtaining a customer's cell phone records and
selling them over the Internet is
wrong and must be stopped."
Frist said. "Consumers have a
right to expect that this information will be kept private, with
very limited exceptions."
Sens. Charles Schumer, DN.Y., Arlcn Specter, R-Pa., and
Bill Nelson, D-Fla., have also
introduced a bill outlawing the
practice. Similar House legislation is being proposed.
The companies that offer people's cell and landline records
can get the information a few

different ways. One method is
called "pretexting," in which
data brokers, or those working
for them, call a phone company
pretending to be a customer
and persuade it to release the
information.
Pretexting for financial data
is illegal, but there's no specific
law against pretexting for phone
records. The data brokers also
can use insiders at the phone
companies to get the records.
The Federal Communications
Commission is investigating the
online data brokers. The agency
has subpoenaed Datai-ind.org
and Locatecell.com for infor-

"Fraudulently
obtaining a
customer's phone
records ...is wrong
and must be
stopped."
WILLIAM FRIST, SENATOR
on how they obtain the
phone records. A follow-up letter sent last week gave the Web
sites a week to comply before
facing fines of up to $11,000 for
each day they are in violation of
the citation.
III.IUOM

An attorney for I ocatecell.
com, which is nin by a Floridabased company called 1st Source
Information Specialists, did not
return several phone calls yesterday. A company official with
DataFind.org in Tennessee had
an unpublished phone number
and was not reachable.
F.xperts say the breadth of
information one could glean
from a person's phone records
is alarming.
"It's everyone your teenager
called 111 ii 11 home, who is dating
whom, contacts with reporters
for politicians,'' said Peter Swire,
a law professor at Ohio State

University and former Clinton
administration privacy official.
"This is how people express
themselves," he said. "We call
people, we vent, we learn things,
and there's a chilling effect if our
phone records are being watched
all the time."
The phone companies say
they're aggressively trying to stop
those who would sell their customers' private call information.
Cingular Wireless said it won a
temporary restraining order
against the companies involved
with several Web sites offering
phone records, including locatecell.com and celltolls.com.
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Tonight (a) 9pm
Sundial 8 O'clock room
Thursday @ 7pm
Glass room across from
Founders Dining Hall
For more info-contact Matt
at richarm@bgsu.edu
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PODCASTS NOW FEATURED ON BGNEWS.COM

The BG News Web site will now post daily podcasts
online. Listen to the top local stories in MP3 format.
Download these two minute podcasts onto any iPod
or MP3 player, and find out what's in the next day's
issue of the paper before anyone else!

CAMPUS

THE AUCTION BLOCK

Exercise could help
combat depression
University of Texas
study shows active
people are happier
By Ellen Scholl
U- HI RE

Joidon Flown BGNt^s
BIDDING FOR A DATE: Auctioneer Keith Bradley auctions the members of "The Finest Singing
Machine in America." the BGSU Men's Chorus. The highest bid was $240.

AUSTIN, Texas — One 30-iiiiiinlc exercise session — which
could be as simple as walking on a ireadmill — boosts
mood and elevates well-being,
according to a recent study
conducted by a University of
Texas professor and two UT
graduate students.
The study, which was a former
graduate student's diesis project,
found that exercise could be die
new weapon for fighting depression and elevating mood.
Forty participants, all diagnosed with depression, were split
into two groups to lest David
Morrison's theory dial exercise
helps alleviate their condition.
Morrison is now the CEO of
Future Search Trials, a medical
research company he started.
John Bartholomew, a UT
associate professor of kinesiology and health education who
led die study, said die results
illustrated that exercise can be
a tool to help participants cope
with depression in as little us
one workout.
Previous studies showed it
took anywhere from eight lo 10
weeks to see a posidvc change,
Bartholomew said.
"Our expectation was that
exercise was going to provide a benefit for them,"
Bartholomew said.
Exercise is normally consid-

get a

ered beneficial and essential
to being a healthy individual,
he added.
During the experiment, participants in each group — the
exercise group and the "quiet
rest" group — would cither
walk on a treadmill or rest for
30 minutes.
After the allotted time, both
groups exhibited a decrease in
many negative emotions such
as anger, tension and depression. However, il was only
the exercise group that also
showed a positive change in
"well-being,'' as well as elevated
indexes for "vigor."
"lExercisel might even be
better than anti-depressants,"
slid Rnthie Hedges, a kinesiology sophomore who had just
finished working out at Gregory
Gymnasium Sunday "I definitely
think diat the results of the study
seem logical; exercise definitely
is a mood elevator."
loseph Ciccolo. a healdi education graduate student who
also worked on the project, said
he was noi surprised exercise
provided a mood boost bin thai
the quiet rest group also experienced many positive results.
"The quiet rest group had
such similar reductions in certain negative feeling areas —
tension, anger, depression — as
the exercise group. It provides
us with evidence that lieing distracted from lieing depressed
can be very beneficial for die
individual." said Ciccolo.
Ciccolo said he hopes that
people will learn and take heed
of the project's findings.

life

calendar of events
8 a.m. -11 a.m.
Survey Distribution. College
Students' Knowledge about
Physical Therapy
Sponsored by the Pre-Physical
Therapy Club
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Sale of Miracle Quilt Squares.
Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Education Abroad Info Table.
Sponsored by International
Programs
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Phi Sigma Pi Recruitment
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
AMA Membership Recruitment,
Sponsored by American Marketing
Association
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Order Recruitment
Union Lobby
8:30 p.m.
Pandora's Box Meeting
Pandora's Box crafting/conversation circle
Union Lobby
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Management Inc.

Open Uici'iiihiKiit

Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353 5800

Mon
Tue
Thu
Mon

Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

f

Management Inc.
Hillsdale vpi..

1082 Fairview Ave
1 & 2 hdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Dryers in
2/3 bdrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

/(JEfcCA
Management Inc.
Hrill/.ili

710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwasher/GarbageDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I baih/ close lo downtown

/(JEfcCA

Management Inc.
215 E. Pot
Eff. I bdrm / 2 bdrms
Starting at $255/mo
Laundry on site
' 15 minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

M'anagcmcnt Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two slory duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N.Main St.
oi check website

www.meccabq.com
for complefy listing

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom

townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

>*?*&..

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717

Jan 23
Jan 24
Jan 26
Jan 30

8-10 pm
8-10 pm
8-10 pm
8-10pm

Questions? Contact
Abby at aeyoder@bgsu.edu

:

i
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HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
140 1/2Manville-2BR. Limit 2 people .
Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $560.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007.
614 Fourth - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4,2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007
232 Lehman - 3BR 1 1/2 duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $620.00 Lease August 17. 2006 to August
4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13. 2006 to May 5, 2007.
432 S. College. #A and #B - Duplex Limit 5 people total. Unit #A^$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Unit #B - $480.00 per month plus utilities. Garage
is shared between the units. Lease August 17,
2006 to August 4, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday lo Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 4:30

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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OPINION

"You know, it's amazing that people say to
me, 'Well, he was just breaking the law.'If
I wanted to break the law, why was I briefing Congress?"
tarfdenl George W. Rush on wiretapping
(imam)

STAFF EDITORIAL

Cell phone usage is over-the-top
People love to talk.
Cell phones have enabled
people to talk longer, louder and
DIOR) often than ever before.
And we at The BG New!
couldn't be more disappointed.
It's worth noting that cell
phones themselves serve a very
practical purpose in today's
society. Nowadays, our lives are
defined by few resting moments
and back-to-back activities that
waiting at home for messages
is no longer possible, let alone
practical. Cell phones have made

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the cell phones
are becoming an increasingly
elusive problem? Send an e-mail
fo thenews@bgnews com and
tell us what you think, or post
feedback on our Web site.

communicating with people so
much easier that it could quite
arguably be deemed one of the
most important Innovations of
the past few decades.

With that said, the way cell
phones are being used nowadays
is so distracting that we can't help
but wonder if the benefits this
"innovation" provides are outweighed by its consequences.
People aren't using cell phones
any more to relay messages;
instead, they're being used as
social crutches, status symbols
and a way to ignore one's own
social failures.
Cell phones are so ingrained
into our society that their existence is nearly impossible to

Kick bandwagoners to the curb
actually saw Seattle Seahawks
paraphernalia.
The Urban Dictionary
(urbandictionary.com} refers to
>f. Opinion Editor these types of people as fansplants, or people "with a newlydeveloped appreciation for a
Before Mike I lolmgren
sports team, generally acquired
took over the head
after said team hits won a
coaching position in
1999. the Seattle Seahawks had championship or become otherwise popular."
had eight winning seasons
You might also refer to these
(three of which were one game
people as bandwagon fans, but
above 500) and one trip to an
calling them fans at all is an
AFC Championship Came in
insult to those who haw stuck
23 years.
with them during their lessThe Pittsburgh Stctiers have
than-fantastic seasons.
done considerably better, but
Whatever you want to call
as of late, not by much. Since
these individuals, they are a
Hill Cower look over Steel (jty's
mockery ofsports altogether.
football team in 1992. he's only
A fan is someone who sticks
made it to the Super Bowl once
with their team year after year,
(and lost) and his postseason
regardless of their success. Thus,
record is 10-9.
a fansplant is the bane of a tnte
For every game he's won, he
fan's existence.
lost another.
Women are usually the worst,
Seattle fans didn't know what
but I've seen some men who
it's like to win and Pittsburgh
have been just as bad.
fans were tired of getting
Recently, I referred to lerome
their hopes up every year.
Bettis by his popular nickname,
Essentially, there hasn't been
and one of the team's "diehard"
much of a reason to follow the
fans had no idea who I meant.
Seahawks or the Steelers for
The < Cleveland Browns are
quite some lime.
But now that these two teams a g(xxi example of what Due
fandoin really is. Since their rehave made it to the Super Bowl,
emergence in 1999, they've had
I've noticed a small, albeit
more coaches than winning
amazing observation about
seasons and playoff appearancSteelers and Seahawks fans
es combined. And if you took
here in Bowling Green, Ohio.
a roll call of all the Super Bowl
They've... appeared.
attendees, Cleveland is in slim
Instantly, the Steelers' official
company as one of the six curWeb site (steelers.com) is in
rent teams (including the relaalmost every Internet cache in
tively new Jacksonville Jaguars
die Union computer lab.
and I louston Texans) who have
Conversations are circling
stayed at home all 40 years.
around lerome Bettis' final seaWith an 11 -21 postseason at an unprecedented rate.
son record since 1950, the
I noticed people were wearCleveland Browns are arguing Steelers baseball caps,
ably the worst football team in
Roethlisberger jerseys and
American history.
never-before-seen smiles of
But as much as I hate the
undeserved accomplishment
Cleveland Browns, and as
at the ice skating rink two
unruly and classless as they
days ago.
can get. these fans support
And for the first time in my
their team year in and year
22 years on this planet, I think I

DJ.
JOHNSON

out. Fvery year, Browns fans
convince themselves that they
are going to the Super Bowl.
You can bet your bottom dollar
Cleveland Browns Stadium will
be packed every week, and you
can lx' assured that whenever
die Browns do win die Super
Bowl, the New Years party
in Time Square won't hold a
candle to what would be happening in northeast Ohio.
Most cities pail in comparison, but to the fans in these
other cities, I know the pain of
having fanatic phonies at your
side during times of celebration.
So what do you do to overcome this recurring travesty?
Make sure that you're an
actual fan yourself. If you find
yourself glued to the television on Sundays only when
your hometown boys have a
winning record, you're part of
the problem.
But if you truly tire a fan of
a given team, make sure you
remind any bandwagon fan
that you come across that he or
she is just that.
If they are reminded that they
aren't a Due fan enough times,
one of two things will happen.
Either they will lade away at
the thought of being a Benedict
Arnold to a given team's franchise, or they will eventually
stick with the team in the face
often-game losing streaks, reinventing themselves as true fans.
The Super Bowl will be the
fifteenth time that these teams
have met, but none of those
meetings will mean as much as
this one... to real fans and fake
fans alike.
But the difference is that fake
fans ruin the camaraderie of
any Sunday evenings.
There's nothing worse than
having to explain the tuck rule a
dozen times.
Send comments to DJ. at
cbwidjtf'iygsii.edu

disregard, but dial doesn't mean
we can't establish some ground
rule etiquette.
First and foremost, private
conversations should be held in
private locations. It's concerning
that people are either so apathetic
of their privacy (or so desirous of
attention) that they are willing to
divulge extremely personal information to anyone within a significant radius. If it's not infonnation
you would want republished in a
newspaper, keep your cell phone
conversations discrete.

Along the same lines, forgetting to turn off a cell phone
during a class, a movie or any
other formal occasion is as credible of an excuse as a dog eating
one's homework.
When walking into a theater
or a classroom, recognize that
an inadvertent ring reflects irresponsibility and lack of class. It
might have been cute and excusable in high school when it happened, but now, it's a pathetic
show of accountability.
But most importantly, under-

standing that a cell phone is an
accessory (and not an appendage) is a good step in reclaiming
the practical element that has
made cell phones so popular.
It's not important to have a cell
phone on every waking minute
of die day, human interaction is
more natural, anyway.
No one is saying that gossip and drama can't be spread
amongst friends. But chances are
that no one else really wants to
hear about it, so do us all a favor
and don't let us hear it.

pj^Qpyt] Hackett runs with
ONTHE STREET
no real substance

When will the
Browns win the AFC
Championship and go
to the Super Bowl?

ERIN SMALL
SOPHOMORE, IPC

"They will once they
use our field as a
practice location
again."

BETHLASKO

SENIOR, AMP0
"I hope someday
soon.

TOM BETHANY
SOPHOMORE, POLITICAL
SCIENCE

"Not soon enough."
#001
VOU CAN HAVE
TUE. MANGER BACK
JUST AS SOON AS I
PUT ON TUE CORE,

ERIC WAGNER
SENIOR, EDUCATION

"Maybe once their
first-round picks
actually play. Maybe."
tertence Nowich RRT Campus

The Democrats might still be
in search of the perfect candidate. Mr. Hackett s idea of moderation (a reluctance to take a
Opinion Qilumnist
firm stance on anything, coupled with a conservative belief
Is the Democratic Party underin the Second Amendment)
going a makeover right here
might not quite match-up with
in Ohio?
the Democrats' aggressively leftIs Paul Hackett, candidate for
moving political agenda.
U.S. Senate, the prototype for
That doesn't have any impact
this new type of Democrat?
on the liberals in Hollywood.
Always quick to open their
I le just might be.
A "small businessman who
bulging pocketbooks for a "good"
served his country," Hackett
cause, Hollywood's political
comes prepackaged with a plateggheads (always the barometer of the leftist movement)
form that includes a disillusion
that the Democratic Party is the
arc throwing a fundraiser for
Paul Hacked. I'm beginning
party of "limited government,
fiscal responsibility, and strong
to think that if Hollywood is
national defense."
supporting Hackett, then I like
Although Hackett conthe differences his primary
ceded that this sounds like a
opponent provides, even if he is
Republican philosophy, it still
a Democrat.
remains a bit of a stretch.
In a room abundant with colIt is his war service that
lege students, Hackett even tried
provides much of
to dodge questions on
the basis for his
educational funding!
candidacy. He relies
One of my conservaon the fact that the
tive peers called him out
Democrats will be so
on his stunning inability
thrilled to have a vetto answer a previous
eran running on their
question regarding the
ticket that they will
issue, and instead of
not care that he
answering the question,
really contains
PAUL HACKETT Mr. Hackett turned the
no substance.
issue back around on
CANDIDATE
Hackett represents
the student.
a growing number
A short while later, the
of Iraqi war veterans that have
inability to commit resurfaced
decided to run for office in
- this time, regarding Iran.
order to change what they feel is
(The good news is, if you cast
wrong with their country.
a vote for Hackett, and we are
Last Thursday, I attended a
faced with nuclear war with
Paul I lackett "rally" being held
Iran, he might not do anything
at Grounds for Thought with a
about it... but just know that
few of my activist Republican
any lack of action on his part is
friends, thoroughly anticipating
because he deems military force
something exciting.
a "result of political failure")
I lowevcr, my excitement was
The war he fought in Iraq?
not caused by the materializaAccording to Hackett, it's basition of my anticipated discally pointless, it's been over
agreement with Mr. I lacked S
for a long time, and it's time to
policy stances.
bring the troops home. We've
Although I pride my party
apparently accomplished all
(the one apparently hijacked by
we can accomplish. So why is it
religious fanatics, according to
that he promotes himself as one
Mr. Hackett) on never shying
who fought for his country if he
from a fight, I have to admit that
didn't feel this was a justified
the aforementioned excitement
war in which he was Fighting?
was a result of realizing that
lust keep your eyes peeled.
Republicans, particularly Mike
The "Hack's Back" bus might be
DeWine, would have nothing
in your town, especially if you
to worry about in the event of a
live in Small Town, USA.
I lackctt-DeWine face-off.
After all, if he can win Adams
The truth of the matter is that
County and defeat lean Schmidt,
Hackett could not solidly define
avid member of Ohio Right to
any of his policy issues all night.
Life (which, according to him, is
His one solid stance was on gun
a shining triumph against the
control, where he sides with "us" morals of Ohio in one of its most
- he is a member of the National
conservative counties), then he
Rifle Association and has a conmust be on a roll.
cealed carry permit.
Upon this admission, the
Send comments to Danielle at
collective sigh in the room was
dwinlei^bgsu.edu
almost audible.
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Self-confidence is in the walk

Fiscal responsibility is history

of the window.
It was truly amazing and
amusing to watch as people
tried not to be looked at or look
Opinion Columnist Uirough those windows. Some
people would cross the street
As I am sure that everyto avoid being seen by peering
one knows, the first
eyes through the window. Or
month of the New Year
some would pull out their cell
is coming to a close.
phones to pretend to be doing
As that time approaches, I
something important, and then
think about all the New Year's
there were those few who just
resolutions that have either
walked full stemmed ahead
been forgotten or haven't been
without looking in the window
started at all.
at all.
Thanks to Stall Talk, 1 now
Normally these simple
know what some of the top
behaviors would not be anyten common resolutions are.
thing out of the usual if not
Besides the usual stop smokeveryone did it.
ing, work out more and stop
But of course, there were
drinking, I did not see any
those few people who did walk
thing about self improvement
by the window and look inside,
or, more specifically, increasing
and then some even waved
self-confidence.
and smiled.
My thoughts about self-conThose few people had
fidence come from a simple
confidence.
assignment from one of
I have to admit that I am one
my classes.
of those people who will try to
I was asked to observe
do anything but look inside the
people without speaking to
window. I am not sure if it's the
them and try to develop a story. fear of falling or doing something terribly embarrassing that
I chose to sit at the MacDonald
Dinning Center next to the
prevents people from looking,
large picture windows.
but the point is that people
might not have as much selfI sat and watched for about
fifteen minutes and I immediconfidence as one might think.
It's easy to spot. If you look
ately noticed a pattern: people
around campus, you can see
truly do not like to walk in front

Hie fact that the United
States is a world super power
completely coincides with our
spending behavior. < litizens of a
super power grow accustomed
to having the best of everything,
U-Wire Columnist
and when they can't afford
VK Rebel M
something, they simply charge
it. After all, there is plenty of
Ummiiy of Nevada - las Vijjis
opportunity to make money
in this country and payoff the
credit card bills. Ultimately,
In 2(105, for the first time
though, this is nothing more
since the Great Depression,
than wishful thinking. As credit
Americans spent more
card bills go unpaid, interest
money than they earned.
accumulates and a snowball
This fact seems almost
effect occurs. Last month's miniincomprehensible when one
mum payment becomes dlis
considers that in order to live,
one needs a positive cash-flow. month's interest payment, and
in a flash, your whole salary isn't
In addition to this, the average
even paying for the items, but
American is carrying $2,328
for the interest.
in credit card debt according
Many people suggest cutto Myvesta, a nonprofit consumer education organization. ting up your credit cards, lust
rid yourself of them, and they
Simply put, Americans are
can't harm you. This is a viable
spending money they don't
have, dipping into savings that alternative if you can't control
your spending habits, Rir some
no longer exist and living paypeople, this is probably the right
check to paycheck in a society
decision lor those who are
devoid of job security.
fiscally responsible, however, a
Why do we spend money we
credit card can be a powerful
don't have? The logical answer
tool in building credit and being
is that hard working people
able to purchase items thai they
who don't make great wages
deem desirable. This seems
don't want to lie told they can't
appropriate for the majority of
get what they want When
someone else drives a Mercedes, people who realize that money
doesn't grow on trees.
it's only human instinct to
'ITie competitive nature of this
want your own Mercedes. And
country is going to lead to its
unfortunately, with the right
economic demise.
credit cards, most people can
A simple example occurs every
afford the torture of owning
holiday season as one house
a Mercedes. And yes, it is tortries to outdo the other with
ture, because at least for the
extravagant (Ihrislnias lights
next five years all your income
and decorations. There have
goes toward a car payment
been countless examples of one
Which wasn't affordable in the
neighbor adding a house extenfirst place. But your neighbors,
sion and the next-door neighbor
friends and family will be
adding a bigger extension. It's
impressed by your new posreally quite ridiculous how petty
session, at least until a newer
grown adults can lie when it
model comes out.
comes to matters of ego
Today's society is being bruI've always felt that the rich
tally punished for its greed and
spend their money simply to
its "we'll worry about it later"
differentiate themselves from
attitude. Not all people fall into
the poor.
this category, but it's a trend for
Most of the fancy items thai
Americans to spend more than
they own are meaningless posthey earn. Eventually, this trend
sessions that do nothing more
will cease, even if it means that
than show other people how well
people will have to foreclose on
they are doing
their house, lose their cars or
The few rich people who use
have to work a second job. After
their money to support causes
all, credit card companies are
liny find important liavc always
like referees; diey never lose.

Q

LAURIE
EVANS

who has more than others.
Sometimes people walk with
their head down, staring at their
feet as they make their way
through campus.
Then there are others who
look up and smib at everyone
or give the universal head nod.
I am not saying that one
is better than the other; I am
saying that we all have faults
or areas that need improving
that we are just sometimes not
aware of and need a reminder
from time to time.
When someone walks with
their head held high, it's as if
they command respect. And
although one should never
judge a book by its cover
because there is a lot about a
person that you don't know,
body language says a lot about
a person.
Self-confidence is important
and can improve one's life. It's
okay to cat or walk by yourself
without the comfort of the
cell phone.
So the next time your walking through the Union or past
the MacDonald windows, look
inside and smile.
Besides, you might see someone you know.
Send comments to Laurie at
eiunsl@bgsii.edu

NaleBeeler

KRI Campus

RYAN
PHILLIPS

Double Your Space For A Lower Price.
Rent Starting at $320.
Spacious Living at a Reasonable Price
1, 2, 3, & 4 Bedrooms Available
Large Capacity Washer and Dryer
Furnished and Unfurnished Units Available
Private Full Size Bath in Each Bedroom,
Plus a Guest Powder Room
Large Walk In Closets
Free Internet and Cable TV"
Built in Microwave and Dishwasher
Huge Kitchen
A Deck! Perfect for Cookouts and Big Enough to Use!
Clubhouse with a Fitness Room & Billiards
Outdoor Basketball & Volleyball Courts
.- ,

One week only. Call for Details.
2057 Napoleon Rd • 419.353.3300 • www.copperbeechtownhomes.c

had my utmost respect and
admiration. In my ideal world,
all rich people would support
causes rather than possessions.
My point for the above paragraph is that some middle class
citizens think they've found a
rich loophole. They think that if
they purchase the same items
as die rich, they'll demand
die same social status. ITiese
are the people who own a
I In 11 in in and a BMW, but can
only park one because their
apartment complex only allots
them one parking spot There
are people wearing Uolexes
who can only afford Tiniex and
wearing Versace suits when
they should be wearing some
generic designer from Macy's. It
isn't a social galTe to live within
your means!
Over the next few years, the
situation w ill only get worse.
As mentioned above, credit
card debt increases before il
decreases. Unless Americans
make it a priority to pay oil
debt first, and only then buy
meaningless possessions, we
will not make it out of our current deficit.
My resolution is to stop competing in a superficial society
comprised of overpriced possessions, and return to die days
of the swap meet. If someone
makes more than you, make it
a priority to work harder and
make more than them. Don't
load your credit card with
items you can't afford, and then
spend the next five years working mice as hard just to pay off
things you really didn't want in
the lirsi place.
They say that jealousy is the
green-eyed monster, but I say
that greed is the true green-

eyed monster because it'll
take all your green and make it
disappear. In order to improve
as a society, it's imperative that
we change our spending habits
and leam to balance a checkInink With a little help. I think
we should all be capable of
spending less than we earn.
After all, it takes longer to get
from Point A to B in a caravan.
And during that time, the passenger could be balancing the
family checkbook.
Think about it.
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Siblings factor in disease

Singing in New York City
I should he doing oilier than
singing." she said. "Ifs really
what I want to do — everything
I do revolves around music. It's
really what my gift is — 1 have a
gift of song."
Myra Merritt. Jordan's vocal
teacher at the University,
thinks Jordan will do well at
Carnegie Hall.
"Ilordanl hasagreat ability," she
said. "She has a gorgeous sound
from top to bottom."
Merritt. who has been helping
Jordan for two years now, also
thinks she's got a natural talent
for music.
"I think she's innately musical," Merritt said. "She can look
at some music and she seems to
know how to phrase it — it just
makes sense to her."
But natural vocal skill isn't
all that sets Jordan apart from
the pack.
Joscelin Lockhan, second-year
graduate and friend to Jordan,
said one of the Ix'st qualities in
Jordan's voice is its uniqueness.
"In a business where sopranos
are a dime a dozen |Jordan| has
an amazing ability to captivate
the audience. The color |of her
voicel is so distinctive, it's imme-

diately identifiable." be said.
But a lot of Jordan's ability
comes from hard wrork.
A past music teacher once
told her that being the best Isn't
always about being the smartest,
many times it's about being the
best prepared.
"I work hard to make sure I'm
always prepared. I do everything
I can to make sun' I'm ready to
perform," she said.
Maggie Davis, second-year
graduate student and friend,
thinks Ionian's initial success has
come about Ixrause of all her
hanl work.
"She creates her own op|«irtunitics, they don't just come to her
by chance, she said "She works
harder that anyone I know."
According to Merritt, this
opportunity Jordan's been given
has the potential to really help
her career.
"Marilyn Home is not just a star
but a superstar, she has a wealth
of knowledge," she said.
For Jordan, the real opportunity bare is to gain feedback from
top musicians.
She'll be performing pieces by
Franz Schubert and Johannes
Brahms that Home herself has
sung many times. "They listen
to them and give critique, both

Case shooter
sentenced:
life in prison

USG hints that parking
costs will rise in 2006

SHOOTING. FROM PAGE l'

from parking and transportation. The shuttle service will lie
"Once everything becomes running east out to Copperbeech
official it will be made public." four times a day — at 0:00 a.m..
12:00 p.m.. 2:00 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Khourysaid.
During the president's report,
Though only committee members have a vote, the meetings a senator asked Aaron Shumaker
on Friday will be will be open whether USG would be dealing
lo the public. Student Resources with the zoning issue again ihis
will meet with the committee year. Ixist spring, then-president
at 1:30 p.m. and the (Tuckering Alex Wright led USG into public
meeting will take place at 2:30 discussions about ihe enforcep.m. Meetings will be held in ment of the three-person zoning
170 Wellness Connection in the laws in the Burrwood-Bentwood
neighborhood.
Shumaker
Student I lealth Center.
There was also an update from responded by saying thai he
ihe library advising committee had already met in private with
by Sen. Takasha Smith. At the mayor luhn Quinn lo discuss
last meeting it was announced the matter, but did not share the
that there are $15 million worth discussion with his peers during
of damages at the Jerome Library. the meeting.
"I am not at a point to go public
Plumbing problems, water damage from leaks, and electrical with it yet." Shumaker said.
As for other USG updates, the
problems complete the list of
elect ion debates for the next year's
things that will need repairing.
USCi president and vice president
"I was shocked," Smith said.
Sen. Josie Miller had updates will begin at the end of March.

SINGS. FROM PAGE!

HEAR JORDAN HERE

FEB. 24: Bowling Green Opera
Theater, "The Magic Flute", 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall. (Admission
charged)
APRIL 23: Kisma Jordan, soprano. 4 p.m.. Bryan Recital Hall.

vocally as well as musically, and
say what [tin.' singersl need to do
in order to internalize the music,"
Merritt said
'Hie Marilyn Home Foundation
is paying to fly Jordan to New
York and stay in the Buckingham
I Intel, as well as give her a daily
allowance during her stay.
This is something that doesn't
happen very often. Usually you
haw to make it on your own for
a while before people start helping you. but Mrs. 1 Ionic was very
impressed [With Jordanl," Merritt
said. "I'm almost sure that she's
going to be the best."

USG. FROM PAGE 1

by the Peter B. Lews building's
unusual design of curvy floors
and walls. Haider was captured on the fifth floor.
Prosecutors said they still
were determining whether to
file charges against whoever
hacked into Haider's Web site.
The Wallace brothers said
they weren't sure whether the
hacker should be charged.
"I think ihe whole thing
shouldn't have happened. It's
a big spiral that got out of control." Brian Wallace said.
David Wallace said the
family wanted to know more
about how Case reacted when
it became known "that I lalder
had an issue with Case and
intended to take action against
them." He declined to comment on the possibility of the
family filing a civil lawsuit.

time, four lo five times a week
will helpthe heart," Hcizelman
they did, I probably wouldn't said.
worry about it." said Melissa
Any sort of physical activHrusovsky, freshman.
ity will help lower the risk of
But if students decide to take heart disease, according to
the initiative, the SRC isa good lleizelman.
place to start.
"I think people know what
"Cardiovascular
activ- to do," he said. "It's actually
ity, thirty to forty minutes at a doing it is what's the problem."
HEART, FROM PAGE 1

FEB. 5: Bowling Green
Philharmonia featuring winners of the 39th Annual
Competitions in Music
Performance. 3 p.m., Kobacker
Hall. (Admission charged)

YOUR HEART HEALTH
See a dietitian at the Wellness
Connection (room 170 in the
Health Center, or call 372-9355).
Visit the Fitwell Center located
in the Student Recreation
Center for cholesterol checks
and blood pressure screenings.

Downsides of cell phones
CELL PHONES. FROM PAGE 1

"Now a lot of kids go right
on consulting their parent five
times a day for things they used
lo decide on their own," he said,
adding that ihe phones also eliminate "isolated quiet time" that
some may need to concentrate.
Several students agreed.
Freshman Kate Mielke said that
despite how much she enjoys
being connected with her
friends and family, she wishes
she could escape.
"Sometimes you just want to
mm it off and not lx1 available,"
she said.
And turning a cell phone off
may help curl) large cellular service bills, another negative consequence of their use.
Junior Alicia loynson knows all
lo well about large cell phone
bills. Forgetting alxiut her service plan on a trip to Florida,
she talked hours while away and
returned to find a several hundred dollar cellular bill.
Purchasing cell phones can gel
expensive, too. Freshman Katie
Miller said that her clumsiness
had resulted in replacing her
phone four times in the past year
and a half.
Cell phones may also get stolen.
According to the Bowling Green
Police Department's public information officer Lt Bradley Biller,
cell phone theft has decreased in
recent years.
"It is still a threat," he said. "It
is not as prevalent as it was say
Uirce, four years ago because cell
phones haw come down in price
a bit and it is more difficult for
people to activate them."
It isn't only cell phone theft that
Biller is concerned with, though.
Other problems occur when
motorists or pedestrians pay
more attention to their phones
than their surroundings or use
their phone's camera to invade

"The other hazard that exists is when
people are walking and talking on their
cell phones. I have been witness to people
stepping into the street without looking."
LT. BRADLEY BILLER, BGPD

the privacy of others.
There is the possibilitytoinvadc
someone's privacy," he said. "Ihe
other hazard that exists Ls when
people are walking and talking
on their cell phones. I have been
wiuiess lo people stepping into
the street without looking."
Not being aware of your surroundings, Biller said, can also
make one more vulnerable
to assault.
According to die Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety,
holding a phone while driving
can quadniple the risk of being
involved in a crash with serious
injuries.
Following a study done by the
California State Higliway Patrol,
the \as Angeles Tunes reponed
Uiat cell phone drivers caused
4,699 accidents, killing 31 people
and injuring 2,786, making it the
leading cause of distracted-driving accidents in the stale.
Connecticut. New York,
New Jersey and die District of
Columbia haw banned the use
of handheld cell phones across
(heir entire jurisdictions. Illinois,
Massachusetts, New Mexico,
Ohio and Pennsylvania allow
municipalities to ban cell phone
use while driving.
in Ohio, the "phoneslaugliler," as some refer lo it. has been
banned in die communities of
North Olmsted and Walton Hills.
While cell phones have been
found by some to cause accidents, others worry about cell
phone safety for other reasons.
The phones can also cause

explosions in certain explosive
atmospheres, at a gas station for
example, and should not be used
in aircraft or held between a person and a car's airbag.
The radio frequency energy
(HP) emitted from cell phones
can stop pacemakers, render
hearing aids useless, interfere with a vehicle's electronics and sei off explosives in a
blasting area.
Some also worry that RF may
cause "biological effects," possibly cancer. However, according lo the Food and Drug
Administration, the available
scientific research shows no evidence of this as of yet.
"Some studies have suggested that some biological effects
may occur," an FDA consumer
update said. "But such findings
have not been confirmed by
additional research."
Despite the consequences of
cell'phone use, they continue to
grow in popularity around the
world. According to Wireless
Week, growth curve analysts
suggest phone sales in 2005 will
reach neariy 800 million, a 19percent increase over 2004.
The industry's growth is
no surprise to senior Jessica
Kwialkowski.
"Personally I appreciate the
fact dial cell phones have been
invented and that 1 am able to
use them," she said, "They offer
a great deal of convenience to
me iuid overall I would say that
they are a positive addition to
my life."
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The hunt for
the perfect
MP3 player
begins here

Cellphones
offer more
than meets
the eyes

A four step approach
to sorting through
MP3 player options

New features make
phones more useful
for the consumer

By Man Clark
mracusEorn*

By Mike Robinson

Buying an MP3 player is a lo( like
finding a mate. One may look
at the size, shape, style and features, as well as how high maintenance or "easy" that person
eyeingthem across the bar is.
Similarly, finding the MP3
player of your dreams requires
careful consideration of a myriad of specs.
Some players offer more than
meets the eye and thankfully
the BG News is here to lead you
through your purchase, from
first glance to final union.

How did we ever survive before
cell phones?
It's hard to remember the
time when searching for a quarter was the only way to make a
phone call.
Cell phones have made our
lives much easier, but recent
and emergingtechnology might
turn the cell phone into the ultimate consumer tool.
Ten years ago. cell phone
additions such as photography,
games, video and personalized
ring tones wouldn't even seem
like reasonable features to consumers or manufacturers. As
technology has advanced over
the years, cell phone manufacturers have been constantly
thinking of new features for
cell phones.
Many cell phones now come
equipped with digital phototaking abilities. Taking photos
of your friends and family no
longer requires you to own a
camera. Most cell phone photos lack the quality of real digital camera photos, but we will
most likely see them get better
very soon.
To many students at the
University, taking pictures is
the most important feature on
their cell phones.
"If something funny happens or if you see something
interesting, you can capture it
without carrying a bulky camera around." said sophomore
loscelyn Harris.
Unique ring tones personalize cell phones and can separate your phone from the pack.
Ring tones can also warn off
unwanted calls because many
phones can assign a certain
ring tone to someone in your
phonebook.
"The ring tones are the best

REPORTER

No oddballs allowed
This guide will focus entirely
on portable MP3 players, not
those for your car or home stereo. Another category of players
that will be skipped is the "oddball" players.
Portable MP3 CD players —
which fall into the oddball category — play CDs loaded with
around 200 MP3s and regular CDs purchased at a music
store. MP3 CDs can be burned
on any computer.
These may be an excellent
choice for some as they are easy
to use and relatively inexpensive
(many retail for under $50). But
they are big, they skip easily and
they require their users to carry
around CDs.
Many, such as grad student
Zak Knauss, consider getting rid
of their CD case the major reason
for buying an MP3 player.
"The fact that everything is
right there," he said. "I don't have
to dig through my discs, I just
have everything there."
Other oddball players include
those that connect to cell phones,
Palm Pilots and Pocket PCs.
We will also skip players such
as the Sony PSP and other multimedia devices where playing

HkntriM By John BirkMnw Jr BG News
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Teaching the iPod some fresh tricks
iPod owners modify the capacity, screens and colors of their players
By Dan Myers
REPORTER

With millions of iPods flooding
the market, consumers may be
looking for ways to individualize
their MP3 players.
That's where Web sites like
Michigan-based iPodmods.com
come in, selling modifications
for the ubiquitous music-playing device.
For iPods with monochrome
screens, iPodmods.com offers to
install colored screens like "Super
Red," "Neon Blue," "Atomic
Purple," "Ultra Orange" and
"Neon Green."
Perhaps more eye-catching are
the color mods for third-generation iPods' burtons.
The third-generation units have
their "menu," "previous," "next"
and "play/pause" buttons separate from the Click Wheel, unlike

all other versions of the iPod that
designates portions of the Click
Wheel for those functions.
The buttons' light-emitting
diodes can be swapped for a range
of colors, and each button can be a
different color.
Besides adding a little color
to the screen, the Web site can
change a unit's paint job as welL
A representative for the company said paint mods aren't advertised on the Web site, but consumers can make a request via phone.
But color isn't the only customizable feature of an iPod —
the amount of space they have
for holding songs can be altered
as well.
MultiArcade.com
gives
instructions on doubling the storage capacity of a four gigabyte
iPod Nano, but it requires owners
to get their hands dirty.

The process involves sodering
a four gigabyte chip — removed
from a nonworking Nano or
ordered online—onto the circuit
board of a working Nano, which
has a space for a second chip to
be placed.
The site offers to perform the
upgrade for a fee, though the
Webmaster insists the operation
is not "too hard."
For a less work-intensive solution to capacity, computer hardware manufacturer Toshiba
offers 10- and 15-gigabyte hard
drives that can be installed in an
iPod by its owner.
Beyond changes to the hardware, the iPod's operating system
can be changed.
The community of programmers at iPodLinux.com are working on an iPod version of Linux,
a freely-distributed operating

system that can be loaded onto
virtually anything with a hard
drive in it.
Called "uClinux" and pronounced "you-see-linux," the
homebrew project runs on the
first three generations of iPods,
with work continuing on getting
uClinux to work on newer pieces
of hardware.
On the Web site's section for
frequently-asked questions, the
group says, "We hope to make a
fuUy functional Linux distribution available on the iPod platform that will be able to play a
greater variety of formats |and|
have better features" than Apple's
iTUnes program, which comes
loaded on each iPod.
UClinux's developers also hope
to make the iPod work with external hardware, such as flash card
readers.

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

tpodmods com BGN-^s

IT'S GREEN: ipodmods.com safely modifies screens like this one.
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NP3 Players Catch On

New gadgets offer
efficiency, but it
comes at a price
AT ISSUE: The portable electronics that have brightened our days have brought with them problems
After a brief hiatus for the
holiday season. In Focus is back.
Matt
This month, we bring you inClark
depth coverage of the world of
In Eocus Editor
personal electronic devices.
It seems everywhere you look
these days you are sure to see
much money has its disadvanthem: MP3 players, cell phones, tages as well. And other probPalm Pilots, laptops and porlems have been wrought by the
table game consoles litter our
new devices.
2006 landscape.
Cell phones make us less
aware of our surroundings,
I remember from my economics class that one of
increasing the chance of accithe few ways to improve an
dents and assaults.
economy in the long run is to
MP3 players plug our ears
improve the technology used
that once tuned in to social
to mine its natural resources.
interaction.
In this case, the natulaptops allow for one of the
ral resource in question is
greatest time sucks of our age
human labor.
— AOI. Instant Messager — to
Being able to keep my comfollow us wherever we go.
puter with me wherever I go,
Online music stores have
call teammates on the fly with
opened their doors, and now I
my cell, and listen to music
have opened my wallet
while completing the less
once again.
involved tasks of my day have
As with any new technology,
all made me more efficient in
from the butter churn to the
fulfilling my goals.
television, adaptingto its side
I believe the result has been
effects is always a chore.
a better economy overall.
But at the end of the day, I
Especially when you consider
can relax knowing that the silithat 14 million people threw
con in my pocket and the data
down at least $100 over the
in my backpack will take me
holidays for a new iPod.
one step closer to my dreams.
But, of course, spending that

(D

Students shell out big bucks
for hours of music on the go
By Usa Halverstadt
REPORTER

Since the first successful MP3 player was
created by a German company in 1997.
ihc portable musk uiol has gained popularity with college students.
I ;ist Wednesday, Apple announced dial its
revenue ill the past quarter was at a record
high $3.49 trillion due to the 207 percent
grmvth in Pod sales last year.
But while oie holiday season added significantly to the new record, college students
have contributed greatly to the increased
sales of the iltxl and other MP3 players.
Since he got a 40GB ilVxJ for his birthday
last year, senior Kyle < k'bhart has become
quite attached. 1 le currently has 10,567
songs on his il'od and keeps it on hand at
all times, lie's even used it to play songs
during his radio show on WBGU.
"I like Ixingable to listen to my music and
haw it with me wherever I go." he said.
lenniicr Bradley, a junior, aiso appreciates the constant availability of her favorite
music.
"Having a CD player's great but you can
only fit so many songs and CDs scratch,"
she said.
Bradley also enjoys die user-friendly
nature of her iPod Nano.

"Once you've downloaded
fiunes, it's all done for you It's
not hard to figure out at all." she
said.
But Apples il'od Isn't the only type of MP3
player on the market.
Brian Lucas, public relations manager for
Lntertainment at Best Buy, said the electronics
store offers eight different brands of MP3 players, but iPods are the most popular by far.
" They've become sort of a pop culture icon,
but Apples probably not the bed product for
everyone," lie said.
For limez Parker, a freshman, die hest Option
is a palm pilot with a built-in MP3 player.
I le received the personal organizer during
his senior year of high school from Upward
Bound, a government-funded program that
assists first-generation college students, lowincome high school districts and first-generation military veterans.
"They thought it would help us organize our
notes," he said. "Music is just another aspect
of it."
And Parker certainly enjoys using the music
player—he spends about two or three hours
listening to his musk each day whenever he
can.
leremy Wallach, assistant professor of pop
culture, has done a great deal of research

Tech clothing
market expands
Company unveils
new jacket to control
user's iPods in stride

fabric, so it was an easy sell to
put in jackets," F.leksen Chief
Lxecutive Robin Shcphard
said of his 5-year-old company, which went to market with
I.YNDIIIIRSI. Ohio (AP) — tiekTex less than two years
I he il'od craze has inspired a ago. "On the wave of the iPod
fashion trend that a northeast hysteria, we've really gained
Ohio company is looking to traction."
cash in on.
Koyono's FlekTex-enabled
Vvi month, KoyonoCawfll jacket is the latest version of
begin selling a line of jackets its BlackCoat The original was
with conductive fabric that can not affiliated with an electroncontrol an iPod stashed away in ics brand and focused on stora hidden pocket.
age, offering more than a dozen
The BlackCoat will become compartments to keep cell
one of 700 products that Apple phones, personal digital assisComputer Inc. allows to be tants and MP3 players.
marketed with a
Yoo said that
"Our
"Made for IPod*
the company will
logo, Illustrating
four styles of
technology release
the rise of what is
the iPod BlackCoat
known across retail
is a piece of between February
channels as "wearMay, with
fabric,
so it and
able tech."
prices ranging from
was an easy $150 to $1,000.
"The iPod is just
a phenomenon." sell to put in The first edition,
said Koyono foundBlackCoat Woric is
jackets."
er lay Yoo.
a lightweight jacket
An iPod junkie
made from waterROBIN SHEPHARD,
can dress from
resistant stretch
ELEKSEN CHIEF
head to toe in clothcotton and will be
EXECUTIVE.
ing that holds the
available for $179 at
compact digital
Koyono's Web site
media player. There are even (http://www.koyono.com) and
boxer shorts with a pocket for at online retailerAmazon.com.
aniPod.
Yoo optimistically wondered
Koyono's jacket uses "smart what his company would look
fabric," which lines pockets like five or 10 years from now,
with a conductive material that although he said he doesn't
can duplicate the functions expect the wearable tech trend
of an iPod's buttons and con- to fizzle anytime soon.
trol wheel. The fabric is made
"It is a tough question to
by United Kingdom-based answer right now," Yoo admitFleksen I id.
ted. "You can never go too fast
"Our technology is a piece of down one path. Stay tuned."

I BSHM
about music's impact on
culture, isn't surprised by this attraction to
music.
"ttfe've been conditioned to use music to
support our moods iPods are just anodier
way of doing this because they provide a
soundtrack for life," he said.
According to Wallach, college students
are especially attracted to MP3 players like
the iPod because university living environments allow litde private space.
"It's nice for them to have a portable way
of retreating." he said.
But while many music lovers rely on their
MP3 players for constant music, not all see
it as an essential tool.
Stephanie VVamnies, a senior, said she
doesn't plan on getting an MP3 player anytime soon despite the fact that she listens
to up to 12 hours of music on an average
day.
"It's kind of expensive," she said "It's not in
my budget right now and I already have a
CD player walkman."
ButWammes doesn't rule out the possibilityof buying an MP3 player in the futore.

Cell phones latch
on to users' lives
CEIL PHONE, FROM PAGE 7

part," said sophomore Matt
Follett. "You can decide not to
answer certain calls just by listening to the ring tone."
In addition to camera abilities and ringtones, certain cell
phones have the ability to play
MP3s and get access to the
internet.
Cell phone features such
as video and photo capturing
might diminish (lie need to buy
a video camera or still camera
in the near future. Recent cell
phone advancements could be
the dawn of a new revolution in
the marketplace — the combination of several personal electronics in one device.
Can you imagine walking
into Best Buy one day and all

they have on display are cell
phones? These cell phones with
still cameras, video cameras,
mp3 players and a video game
systems wrapped into one
package.
Cell phone manufacturers
understand that their product is
a major part of our lives. They've
packaged together special features that can attract a wide variety of people.
Will all of our lives revolve
around the roll phone one day?
Should we keep our cameras,
MF3 players and video games as
separate objects? Should we let
the cell phone companies keep
adding features until that one day
when our cell phone is also our
microwave?
They'll kecpaddingthefeatures
if you keep making the calls.

MP3 player buying success starts with size
MP3, FROM PAGE 7

MP3s is not the main feature.
I lowever, each oddball player
may appeal to a certain crowd,
say someone that carries their
Palm Pilot everywhere they go.
Consider eacli before focusing
on standard players.

The four steps
The most important rule to
follow when finding the perfect
player is to decide on a player
before going to the store. Or, at
least have a narrow idea of what
you want. Never choose from
the few players available at some
electronics outlets when there
are hundreds more out there.
No worries, though. By following a simple four step process, buyers can eliminate the
headache of sorting through the
countless players available. First
select a size, then consider the
features, next look at how the
player gets its music, and finally
decide where to purchase your
perfect player.

Concerning size
The size of an MP3 player can
have two meanings. There is the
physical size of the player: its
width, length and height dimensions. There is also the size of its
hard drive or internal memory,
which determines how many
songs, photos, videos or other
files the player can hold.
There are four physical size
categories to choose from in MP3
players. Ultracompact players
such as the Apple iPod Shuffle,
the Creative Labs Muvo line of
players and others are often the
best workout companions.
Before junior Alicia loynson
purchased her iPod Nano, she

bad an ultracompact RCA Lyra
player that she could easily take
on a run. What was her reason
for upgrading?
"I am not limited to 20 songs
like my first MP3 player and can
make playlists," she said.
The major disadvantage to
tdtracompact MP3 players is that
their storage capacity maxes out
at about one gigabyte. So, the
largest number of songs these
players normally hold is about
250. Most hold between 32 and
128 songs, ranging in capacity
from 128 to 512 megabytes.
Ultracompactsdo have several
advantages, however, especially their price. The iPod shuffle
remains the least expensive il'od
on the market. They also store
their songs on flash memory.
Players that use flash memory
store songs on chips rather than
hard drives. The importance of
this is that a hard drive has moving parts. Fewer moving parts
will result in a more reliable,
skip-free device. This is another
reason ultracompacts are great
for working out.
Those concerned with the
small capacity of ultracompacts,
but allured by their skip-free
play, may find the next size category perfect for their needs and,
hopefully, their pocketbooks.
The iPod Nano is a member of
the next size category, the notso-compact flash players. These
players range in space from
about 1 gigabyte all the way up
to the Nano's four gigabytes, or
between 250 and 1,000 songs.
The not-so-compact flash
players tend to be the most
expensive per-gigabyte players
on the market. They are not the
most expensive players, but are
pricey for the storage capacity

they have.
For instance, the iPod Nano
(with 4 gigabytes) retails at $249,
while its much bigger sibling the
iPod Video (with 60 gigabytes)
retails at $399. This is a difference of about $60 per gigabyte.
Besides the Nano, other notso-compact flash players include
the iRiver U10 and Samsung
YeppYP-T7Z.
Being that these players are a
bit larger, they tend to have bigger screens, often in color.
This allows for easier navigation from song to song and for
the display of photos.
There are obviously no clear
distinctions between the first
two size categories other than
relative size. The two categories
are merely meant to indicate
that there are a wide range of
flash memory player sizes and
capacities.
The next category is clearly
different: microdrive players.
These bad boys are small, but
pack large capacity — usually
around five gigabyte — mini
hard drives.
They are cheaper per-gigabyte
than flash players, but have hard
drives with moving parts and are
bigger in size than neariy all flash
players. Sorry fitness-gurus.
Interpersonal
Communication major Maureen
11.iv, k ins went with Apple's now
discontinued microdrive player
the iPod Mini after a less-thansatisfied experience with an
ult racompact player from a competing manufacturer.
"When I received |the ultracompactl and put music on it,
it only held up to twelve songs,"
she said. "Now I have all my
songs from my computer, and 1
have so much more space."

Unfortunately for Hawkins,
though, the microdrive player
cannot lie held when she is running. If she docs not set the iPod
Mini down on the treadmill, it
will skip, even turn off.
Other microdrive players include Creative Lab's Zen
Micro and Muvo 2 lines and Rio's
Carbon line.
Players in the last category are
big, both in physical size and
capacity. These players all have
hard drives with more than 8
gigabytes of space. Some have 60
gigabytes or more.
Imagine holding 15,000 songs
or 1,000 hours of music in your
pocket. What's more is some arc
now allowing for the playing of
video on their small screens.
When most people think of an
iPod. they think of Apple's hard
drive-based players. The current
iPod hard drive player is known
as the iPod Video. It is smaller
and cheaper than the previous
generation iPod and comes in
sizes of 30 and 60 gigabytes.
These players are not intended
for most exercise act ivities. There
size, capacity and other features
make them ideal for walks, parties and vacations.
The massive capacity of these
drives allows for a few tricks
other than playing music. While
player features will be covered
more in depth later in this article, it is important to note what
can be done with 60 gigabytes
of space besides storing MP3s,
photos and videos.
Nearly all MP3 players, from
the 128 megabyte ultracompacts
to the monster hard drive players, act as a regular computer
drive when plugged in to their
owner's system. Many of them
MP3, PAGE 9
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Buying an MP3 player: as easy as one, two, three, four...
HP3, FROM PAGE 8
do not require drivers, including
alliPods.
This means that students
wishing to transfer large
PowerPoint presentations from
their computer in their dorm
room to a computer lab for printing have their work cut out for
them. They plug their player into
their system, drag the file to the
drive, take it to the lab and print
it out.
Others may want to use the
extra space to back up important files onto their new drive or
utilize it for a large video project,
lust make sure you have a fast,
USB 2.0 or Hrewire cable connection. More on this later, too.
For Hawkin's sister and her
husband, the extra space on their
il'od PhMO came in real handy.
"It has so much space on it that
you can have a file for his music
and a file for her music and only
have to purchase one." she said.

Features abound
After choosing the size and
capacity, one must look at the
numerous features now available on players. And it's features
where all the iPods get a serious
run for their money.
While in recent generations
the iPod has introduced features
such as photo and video viewing,
the new iPod Video still mainly
focuses on the playing of MP3s.
It seems the new video feature
is mainly intended for purchasing television shows, music videos and other content from the
iTunes music store, as the ability to convert other videos into a
format compatible with the iPod
is only possible with Quicktimc
Pro, which retails for $29.99.

Video owners will also have
to purchase a separate cable in
order to display that video on
television screens. Watching
Desperate Housewives on a
2.5 inch screen may not excite
many users.
The Archos (imini 402, on the
ot her hand, a Hows users to watch
their videos on the go without
any additional software.
It includes the cable needed
for playing video on the big
screen, and its sister model the
402 Camcorder has an embedded camcorder for recording up
to 50 hours of video on its 20
gigabyte hard drive.
While video features have
been all the rage recently, there
are many other features one may
consider for their new player.
Several players have come on
the market with the ability to
record audio, whether through
an onboard microphone, an
external one or any audio device
via a line-in connection.
Such a feature is helpful for
students wishing to record
interviews or lectures, but sadly
many may never use this excellent feature.
Even though music education
major Katie Mielkes Creative
Labs Zen Micro has an onboard
microphone, she has only used it
a couple times "just for fun."
Audio recording can be
added to certain il'ods with a
separate accessory.
Another feature available on
several players is FM radio. Some
even offer the ability to record
the radio.
The most varied feature on
players out there today is their
screens. Consumers should
decide how large a screen they
want.ifit should bcacolor screen,
and if they require a backlight for

playing in the dark.
Some screens are so small they
cannot even display the title of a
song, but other players, such as
the iPod Shuffle, don't even have
a screen.
And then there are several
other features many would
never expect from an MP3 player. Those going for a run with
their player may enjoy having
a stopwatch, calorie counter
or pulse rate monitor, such as
those available on certain RCA
l.yra players.
Others may want to play
games. Many players, including the iPod, have simple games
such as solitaire. The Archos
(imini 402 has the Mophun
game engine for downloading
t itles of f t he i nlernet.
There are also personal information management features
on several players today, such
as the ability to upload and view
a schedule or address book on
the go.
Finally, there are features
directly associated with the
overall enjoyment of the player.
Some players come with better
earphones. Others have longer
lasting or removable batteries
for endless amounts of playing
time while away from an electrical outlet.
Some players have equalizers
that allow you to adjust the tone
of the player's sound. Several
have digital signal processing,
for those wanting to modify the
acoustics of a piece of music.
A few allow you to crossfade
between songs like the pro disc
jockeys. This is an excellent feature for those using their player
for a non-stop dance party.

Make connections

The third step in courting the
MP3 player of your dreams is
deciding how you want your
player to receive its music.
There are two things to consider when deciding how a player
will interface with your computer. The first is its connection and
the second is its software.
Any player with a capacity greater than 256 megabytes
should have a USB 2.0 or Fircwire
connection. Most computers
made within the last few years
haw USB 2.0. Firewire or both.
USB2.0and Firewire are about
40 times faster than the older
USB I.I.
While there is not much choice
in the connection one uses for
their player, there are several
software packages out there.
The most popular software
among players is Microsoft
Windows Media Player, which
is free and already installed on
most PCs. It is also available free
for Macintosh computers.
Another
advantage
to
Windows Media Player is that
consumers may have already
used it to organize their
MP3 collection.
Mielke went with her Zen
Micro after returning an iPod
Nano. The reason? She did not
want to install iTunes, the software required to use any iPod.
"My computer didn't have
iTunes on it," she said." It already
had Windows Media Player and
it already had all my music in it
so it was just convenient for me."
There is one major advantage
to iTunes, though: the iTunes
Music Store, which can only be
accessed through the program.
Songs purchased from the store
can only lie played on the iPod.
If you plan on purchasing music from online music

stores, be sure to take a Icxik at
our sidebar that gives you the
basics about the most popular
music stores in this issue. It also
includes information on which
players are compatible with
which stores.

I'll get the bill
The final step is shopping for
and purchasing your new player.
Once you know what size, capacity, [features and interfaces you
want on your new player It is a lot
easier to weed through the field
of players out there.
But don't go to the store yet.
First, pick up a dependable consumer magazine with player
reviews. These publications give
you an inside take on what each
player is like, and are available at
most libraries.
But no review or picture can
demonstrate the size or feel of
the player in your hand.
The design of the player's controls is crucial and can only be
experienced in person.
Some players on the market
are impossible to control blindly.
Users of these players must pull
them from their pocket each
time they wish to skip a song.
Some say it's the iPod's Click
Wheel controls that have made
it so popular, lunior luslin Vales
lists it as one of the Ix'st features
of the player.
"Hie Click Wheel is just amazing," he said.
Experiencing the controls is
Important, hut don't think that
means buying your player from
a hrick-and-murtar retail outlet

it the best way to go,
Buying online makes for difficult returns, but can save money.
Web sites such as CNin.com and
Pricewatch.com allow surfers

to search through hundreds of
stores for the best price.
There is also the option of purchasing a used player from an
online auction site. There is a
certain amount of risk, but can
also save money,
When buying an MP3 player
used, look for one with a removable batter^'. Players without this
feature may already have lost a
percentage of their battery's life.
This is also a good reason to
purchase an extended warranty
for a new player, as batteries do

not last forever. Those using their
player everyday may wear their
battery out just past the warranty date.
According to Apple's web site.
IPod batteries are designed lo
retain up to 80 percent of their
capacity after 400 charge cycles.
A charge cycle occurs every
time the player has been used
for an amount of time equal to
its battery's capacity (15 hours on
the Nano', n respective of when
it is charged.
When at the store of your
choice, go over to the accessories
section and make sure the player
you are eyeing has the accesso
nes you need available.
The i Pod N.ino and Video have
a wired remote accessory that
allows the usei lo control them
while they are tucked away in
a backpack or purs*'. The wired
remote also adds FM radio.

The honeymoon
Choose the size, features,
interface and store. It's that
easy. And when someone finds
that special player, they never
worry about introducing it to
their parents.
Sit back and let the MP3 player
of your dreams serenade you.

"It won't play on my iPod!" Find out which music store is right for you
NAPSTER
napster.com
Requires Windows 2000 or XP
Standard membership: $9.99/month, unlimited streams and downloads.
Songs a user downloads will stop functioning at the end of the billing
period it membership is cancelled.
Napster-To-Go: $5/month with standard membership, unlimited transfers
of songs to compatible devices without having to buy them first
Napster Light Music store where songs can be bought permanently and
used on PCs or compatible MP3s players. Most are $.99, but standard
members can receive discounts.
Over 1 million songs, as advertised
Device requirements: Napster To Go compatible (check the box ot
your device)
Up to three PCs can access the online membership
Seven-day free trial

be accessed from two computers until the license must be reset, although
the songs can then be re-downloaded for free.
30-day free trial

RHAPSODY

ITUNES

www.mapsody.com
Requires Windows XP, 2000. Me or 98 SE. Not available for Macs.
Free Rhapsody software allows for 25 songs to be streamed free
per month
Rhapsody Unlimited, $9.99/month, allows unlimited streams and 10 percent off all purchased downloads
Rhapsody To Go, $5/month with Unlimited, allows user to put subscription
songs onto a compatible device without having to buy them
Up to three computers at one time can be authorized for playing songs
Over 1.3 million songs advertised
Device requirements: PlaysForSure to transfer subscription music, most
other players should work with purchased tracks
14-day tree trial

applecom/itunes
Requires Windows 2000 or XP, Macintosh OS X 10.2.8 or above to run
iTunes music software, Apple account or AOL screen name to purchase
content
No membership. Most songs are $.99. with albums at $9.99
Most available videos are $1.99
Device requirements: iPod
Over two million songs, as advertised
Files can be stored on unlimited computers, and be played on five at once

music.msncom
Requires Windows XP with SP2. Not available for Macs.
No membership. Most songs are $.99, with albums $8-9
Songs may be kept on up to five authorized computers at once No stated
restrictions on burning or transferring to devices.
Over 1 million songs advertised
Device requirements: PlaysForSure compatible

AOL MUSIC NOW

WAL-MART

aolmusicnow.com
Requires Window XP, AOL account or screen name. Not available for Macs.
Guest: Songs available as 30-second streams, or can be purchased at
$.99 each
Basic membership: $9.99/month, allows for unlimited streaming of songs.
Songs can be purchased at $.99 each with albums starting at $9.99.
Portable service: $5 more, songs can be transferred to compatible devices,
usually a maximum of 10 times, but it depends on the label.
Device requirements: PlaysForSure compatible
Online accounts can be accessed anywhere. Purchased songs can only

musicdownloads. walmart.com
Requires Windows 98 SE or better. Not available for Macs.
No membership. Most songs are $.88, with albums $9.44
Songs may be kept on up to three computers, however both the song files
and license files need to be copied. Unlimited transfers to devices, 10
maximum burns.
Over 600,000 songs advertised
Device requirements: WMA-compliant with DRM support, or
PlaysForSure compatible

2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths. 2 People

*29HOO/mo.

MSN MUSIC

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.
.MSr.Wooster
Bowling Green. OH

Hours:
Mon hi 9am
Saturday 9am Ipm

419.35.'

GREENBRIAR, INC.
/

music.yahoo.com/unlimited
Requires Windows 2000 or XP Not available for Macs.
Unlimited membership: $6.99/month or $59.88 billed annually ($4.99/
month). Songs can be downloaded, usually for $79.
To Go (requires Windows XP): $11.99/month or $119.88 billed annually
($9.99/month), allows users to put subscription songs onto devices for as
long as the contract is active
Songs may be kept on up to three computers
Over 1 million songs advertised
Device requirements: Depends on the service purchased. See the Web site
for specifics to your device.
7-day free trial

MUSICMATCH MUSIC STORE
musicmatch.com (click on the Music Store tab)
Requires Windows XP to download MusicMatch Jukebox - songs are downloaded through the program. Not available for Macs.
No membership Songs are $ 99. most albums are $9.99
Over 1 million songs advertised
Device requirements: PlaysForSure compatible

VIRGIN DIGITAL
virgindigital.com
Requires Windows 2000 or XP Not available for Macs.
Red Pass: $7.99/month. unlimited streaming and downloading.
Downloaded tracks remain active and can be burned or transferred to
a device as long as you're subscribed, or you can purchase tracks for
$.99 each.
Over 2 million songs
Device requirements: must play "Windows Media content" or
"secure WMA" files
Note: "Subscription music" refers to music that hasn't been purchased
but is available to stream online.
"Device" refers to whatever you want to use to play your mp3s (besides a
CO player)
All information taken from the service's Web sites, linked help pages and
cnet.com.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

NOW RENTING FOB FALL 3006

YAHOO! MUSIC UNLIMITED

Fully Furnished Rooms
at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.

Call or stop in
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

419-352-5211
1550 E. WoosterSt.,

I Bedroom fr Studio Apdrtmmts st il I d-.*idbk'
Pimm tan
6-9-I/Honk
HW-lfi

kMMttlr
i Wiiio^y
(*iiri*i w«taq onldmr to (Mpn)

419-352-7691

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment - Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

I

Got the muncfi/es? We got the Deals'.

2 FREE GYROS!

Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREEI
www iouHivde6.com • 419 352 8639
Exp 2 28 06

^..----■■■■■■■■■■■■---->--

"Where Th» Party Starts"
www.soulhside6.com

»

419 352.8639
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BRIEFING
IHI BG »E*S
Pope catches a pair

TUESDAY

in Hula Bowl win
BGSU senior running back
RF. I*>pe had two catches for 21
yards in the least's 10-7 viclory
over the West in the 1 lula liovvi.
played Saturday in I lawaii.
Pope, whose 3.116 rushing
yards are third niosl in school
history, also threw a pass, which
was incomplete.

January 24,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

MEN'S BASKETBALL

TENNIS

Senior becomes responsible

Despite loss,
BG upbeat
about new
season

Soler learned lesson
after being suspended
in preseason
By Ryan AutuHo

Romer says this
year's squad is the
best in four years

SPORTS EDITOR

Twice Mawel Soler found himself
in unfamiliar situations before
the start of the basketball season.
First, he was asked to lie a
leader lor the first time in his
career. Then he was told to leave
the team after BGSU coach Dan
Dakich sensed a lack of tesponsibility from his
lone senior.
Dakich had let selfHe

By Brooks Obermeyer
REPORTER
The BGSU tennis team faulted in their opening match
Saturday against Ohio State
University at the lesse Owens
West Recreation Outer.
The Buckeyes defeated the
Falcons 7-0. taking all six single
matches and two out of three
double matches. The Falcons
lone win of the day came at
second doubles, when Andrea
\leisler and Andrea Voile
defeateil Gam I inucane and

day and missed the team's first
five practices.
"Mawel had to makca commitment to responsibility," Dakich
said. "He was irresponsible in
certain things that a senior can't
be irresponsible in."
Soler has accepted a leadership role both on and off the
floor, averaging 7.:( points and
five rebounds a game. In BG's 59!>2 win over rival Toledo on Ian.
15, Soler had game highs with 17
points and nine boards.
And when he's not putting
up gaudy statistics,
Soler is making an
WCIS
impact by firing up

ish players sabotage irresponsible

his teammates.

his team in the past,
We talked going
and he vowed to never
into this year that
let it happen again.
you're no longer a
"He was basically
role guy" I )akich said.
told by me that you're
"You have to learn to
not going to lie a pan
be a main guy, and I
of this team," Dakich
think that's been hard
said "If you want to
for him."
be a part of this team,
But Soler is now
you're going to have
holding
himself
DAN DAKICH, COACH
to earn the respect
accountable and setof the player and the
ting a better example
coaches."
for the younger guys on the team.
With a large freshman class
It's not unusual for Dakich to enter
coming in, Dakich needed a vetAnderson Arena two hours before
eran with leadership qualities.
tip-off and see Soler shooting basSlowly. Soler has become that
kets by himself.
guy. realizing it was imperative
"He's made a real commitment
for his personal agenda to be
to the basketball team here of late."
consistent with what's best for
Dakich said. "I would say since
the team. After going through
we've Ixt'ii back from Christmas
several disciplinary conditionbreak. I've seen a switch flipped
ing drills, Soler was allowed back
on him where he's committed to
on the team after missing about
being responsible for the team."
five practices.
"I'm guessing I grew up," he
said. "I wanted this to be a good
The Falcons will play their first
season, not just a season when
game against a Mid-American
it was me and him fighting
Conference last Division oppoback and forth. I le was going to
nent at home tonight against
have the say so anyway, so for
Buffalo.
me to fight him was a losc-losc
BGSU, 7-9 overall, finished 3-3
situation."
against the MACWest. but die Fast
Soler, the Falcons' lone
senior, was MIA during media
EAST, PAGE ll

in certain
tilings that
a senior
can't be

Kristen Messmer8-4.

irresponsible
in."

Despite this past weekend's results, the Falcons
remain optimistic about this
year's team.
"I think this is the best team
that I have been 00 since I've
been here." said senior cocaptain I leidi Homer.
The Falcons are once again
led by Penny Dean, who is
entering her 16th year as
coach. The team will try and
build upon last year's fifth
place finish 112-101 in the
Mid-American Conference,
by returning six letter winners, including second-team
All-MAC performer Ashley
Jakupcin. lakupcin has paced
the Falcons in victories each of
the past two seasons.
Even though the team
lost first team MI-MAC and
number one singles player
Susie Schoenberger to graduation. Dean believes that
the team is even stronger

Falcons begin East slate

TENNIS. PAGE 11

Julie OiFrjnco BGNews

CHANGE OF ATTITUDE: BG senior Mawel Soler has committed himself fo becoming a team player after being
suspended in the preseason. Soler is also playing well, averaging 7.3 ppg and live rebounds.

CLUB WRESTLING

TRACK

BG making strides
in early part of year

Grapplers drop close match to Toledo
Fallsatl74andl84
can't make up for
upset wins for Rockets

Falcons finish third
at own invitational
with several PRs

ByDanWyar
REPORTER

After losing to BGSU in their lafl
meeting, the University of Toledo
went into the gym at Bowling
Green High School Saturday
afternoon
seeking
revenge
against the No. 22 ranked Falcon
club wrestling team.
And revenge is exactly what
they got when they sneaked by
the Falcons, 27-24.
The Falcons started off strong
when junior Ion Berricn (125)
won the first match of the afternoon. 7-1. over UT freshman
Adam Miller. BGSU's Anthony
Nicholson (I4l) followed by
beating UT loseph Reams, 3-1,
moving him to an impressive 7-1
on the season.
Toledo battled back in the
next match when UT's Dustin
Spar (I49I defeated Falcon Willie
Murphy, 4-0 , skimming the
Falcon lead to 10-6.
Team president Dan Mundrick
(157) lost his first match
of the season to freshman
Dave Brighton.
"This was a different guy than
I faced the last time and he was
good at riding legs and keeping
me from be able to stand up,"
said Mundrick. who fell to 7-1.
"I should have went neutral in
the third period because I know I
could have taken him down."
Brighton jumped out to an

By Adam Miezin
REPORTER

Brandon Heiss BGNew

BACK POINTS: BG's Ion Berrien looks to turn Toledo's Adam Miller during a dual meet Saturday. Berrien won
the bout. 7-1, but the Falcons tell 27-24 in their third meeting with the Rockets this season.
early lead in the first period, a
spot Mundrick hasn't seen all
season. Mundrick battled back
in the second period to tie the
match, but eventually lost 6-4.
"There were a lot of different
match-ups this time around."
Mundrick said. "|UT| brought
a lot more wrestlers up this
time around than they did last
time and switched a few guys
around, which might have

thrown us off a bit."
The Falcons regained some
momentum in the next two
matches when Justin Slauterbeck
(174) and Blaine Napier (I84)
scored back-to-back pins to bring
the Falcons ahead, 18-15.
Slauterbeck pinned junior
Heath Shearer in I minute, 44
seconds and Napier
pinned
sophomore Michael Sanniti
in 1:02.

"Slautcrbeck's match really
gave us some momentum and
got us back in it," Napier said.
But it wasn't enough for
the Falcons.
UT came back strong in the
next two matches. First, when
sophomore Adam Murray (197)
pinned Falcon freshman lared
Voldness in 2:04 and in the next
match when sophomore Leon
Imvis 1235) pinned BGSU's

Bach week can be a different
story.
That is true in the case of
the BGSU women's track team,
as they finished third at the
Bowling Green Invitational last
Friday, Ball State won the invitational with 226 points and
The University of Cincinnati
finished second with 144.5
points. Dayton, Xavier and
I IKII.II i.i I 'i 11 ili ie University Fort
Wayne finished behind BGSU
at the invitational.
The Falcons were able to finish third largely due to strong
performances by sophomores
Whitney I lain nan and Jamie
Roflow. Stephanie Hillman,
lessica White and Paris Bussey
also had good showings for
the Falcons.
"Our team showed a great
deal more resilience this week
and improved a ton," said BGSU
coach Scott Sehmann. "lamie
Roflow's performance had to be
one of the best of the weekend
across the MAC by anyone."
But the story of the day may
have been the 4x400 relay team
consisting of Yemoja Manilla.
I .vi ii 11 Springer, Megan McAuley.
and Lacey Cochran. They won
their event, finishing with a

time of 3:58.42.
Anodier Falcon win was produced by Roflow when she won
the 5,000- meter run with a time
of 16:58.65. That time was so
good that it actually eclipsed her
personal best by 25 seconds.
Many Falcons finished second in their respective events.
One of those who did that was
Hartman. She had a second
place finish in the 20-pound
weight throw, setting a personal
best with a toss of 16.65 meters.
She finished fourth in shot put
"The indoor season is very
short and helps prepare our athletes for the traditional outdoor
season very well," Sehmann
said. "We still take it very seriously and don't look too far
ahead at tiiis time of year."
Hillman set a new personal record in the 3,000-meter
run with a time of 10:19.28.
Beating her previous best by
14 seconds.
White and Bussey returned
to help their team's effort after
missing last weekend's home
triangular meet. White finished
with a time of 7.7 seconds in
the 60 meter dash, good for
second place. Bussey made
some key throws, finishing
second with a mark of 13.73
meters in weight throw.
BGSU also saw Lyndi Springer
run the 800-meter dash well.
She had a time of 221.44, which
was good enough for third place
TRACK, PAGE II
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BG positive after loss BG plays first East
opponent tonight

TENNIS. FROM PAGE 10

than in years pasl.
"This year, we have strength
in numbers," she said. "We are
really solid from top to bottom.
Everyone is really working hard
and contributing to the team."
BGSU also returns Erica
Wolfe, Jenna Nussbaum, Voile,
and senior co-captain's Meister
and Romer. The new faces to
the team this year arc freshmen Libby Harrison, Stefanie
Menoff and lakupcin's younger
sister, Kelsey.
The l-alcons have a good
blend of veterans and newcomers, among their roster. The
strengths of this year's squad is
their experience, overall depth
and competitiveness.
One of Dean's main goals
this year is to keep the players
motivated during practice. It
seems like the message is getting through to the Falcons.
"lately coach has been really
intense in practice, which takes
our intensity up. and makes us
practice harder," Meister said.
Added Romer: "Everyone is so
competitive, we challenge each
other every day in practice."
A positive that came out of
last weekend is how well the

team performed in their first
match since the fall, despite the
decisive loss to the Buckeyes.
"Having close matches
against a Big Ten team, really gives us confidence," said
lakupcin. "I don't think we'll
play a better team all year than
what we faced this weekend."
Dean feels playing bigger
schools will prepare the Falcons
for the upcoming MAC season.
"When you play that level of
competition, your players are
going to get better," Dean said.
Andrea Meister believes one of
the keys to this year's team being
successful is the camaraderie
that the team has developed.
"When you get along with
your teammates, it makes you
play for each other that much
more," Meister said.
Erica Wolfe echoed those
sentiments, saying the team is a
close knit group.
"I'm looking forward to playing with all my teammates this
year, we are going to have a great
year," she said.
The Falcons will get another
shot at a Big Ten team this
weekend when it travels to
East Lansing, Mich, on Friday
to take on the Michigan State
Spartans.

EAST, FROM PAGE 10

is clearly the tougher division so
far. The Falcons will play five
consecutive games against East
opponents beginning tonight
against the Bulls (13-4, 3-3).
Buffalo fell to Central Michigan,
71-61 Saturday, snapping a 13game home win streak. Central,
which was beaten 68-44 by the
Falcons earlier this month, is
now just 3-12(1-6).

UT wins round three
WRESTLING. FROM PAGE 10

"I don't know if it was an aberration for Buffalo, but Central
played really well," Dakich said.
Meanwhile, the Falcons are
coming off a frustrating 62-61
setback at Ball State — a game
in which they led by nine points
with 10-28 remaining
"I'm not going to let a onepoint road loss get me in a panic
about how we're playing because
I like the way we've played,"
Dakich said.

Sehmann focusing
on individual efforts
TRACK. FROM PAGE 10

in the event.
"This week we are planning
on resting some individuals
from competition and working through the meet while
some others will be looking to
focus on 1-2 events with the
goal of posting a season best
mark," Sehmann said. "No

Raymond Rossman in 1:29.
This was the third meeting
between the two teams this season, each team claiming a victory
in dual meets
They first met on New. 19 at
the Indiana Wesleyan Wildcat
Tournament, where the Falcons
took first place and die Rockets
took second. The last meeting was
Dec, 3 at Ibledo when the lalcons
won 25-21.
The Falcons travel to Oxford on
Jan. 28 to compete in the National
Collegiate Wrestling Association

Help Wanted

team scoring will occur this
weekend so we can concentrate on individual efforts a
little more than you do in a
team scored event."
The next time the Falcons
hit the tracks will be Saturday
at the Findlay Track and Field
Classic. BGSU returns home
on Feb. 3 at 5 p.m. for the BGSU
Quadrangular.
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Shapiro, Wedge mum about deal with Boston
CLEVELAND (AP) — Cleveland
Indians general manager
Mark Shapiro and manager Eric Wedge began their
annual media tour yesterday
— designed to tout the upcoming season — by refusing to
comment on rumors that the
Indians will send outfielder
Coco Crisp to Boston.
"Until there's a deal done,
there's no deal and nothing to
say," Wedge said of the rumors,
in which the Indians would
get reliever Guillermo Moto
and third-base prospect Andy
Marte from the Red Sox.
"I'm always looking to make
the team better now for this
season and for the future,"
Shapiro said at lacobs Field.
"We are in constant conversation with teams. Sometimes
those conversations leak out,
most times they don't."
"We pride ourselves on conducting our business in a way
that respects our players, which
means you don't talk about it at
all on an individual basis," he
added. "I'm not going to talk
\X<2 AXS2 AXil

about it anymore at all."
Neither would Wedge, who
believes the Indians are again
a contender in the AL Central
Division despite losing freeagent pitchers Kevin Millwood,
Bob I lowry and Scott Elarton.
Those right-handers were
integral to a second-half run
that moved Cleveland from
15 games back to within 1 1/2
games of first place and eventual World Series champion
Chicago last September—until
a 1-6 final week knocked them
out of a playoff berth.
"That was a tough way to finish." Wedge said.
"It was a learning experience and we're a better
team because of it," he said.
"There's a lot of resolve in
the players coming back and
I feel very good about the
pitchers we added."
Cleveland signed free agent
right-handers Paul Byrd and
Jason Johnson to fill the spots
in the rotation vacated by
Millwood and Elarton.
"I came here because I

believe this organization has
a chance to win now and on
into the future," said Byrd,
who turned down more
money from his former team,
the I.os Angeles Angels, to sign
a two-year $14.25 million deal
with Cleveland.
Byrd said Cleveland's overall
defense, and specifically second baseman Ronnie Belliard,
made the move attractive.
"I'm a guy who needs
defenders behind him," said
the 35-year-old. "I watch other
teams and when we played
Cleveland, I saw Belliard going
all over the place to make
plays. That's for me."
Belliard is among 12 members of the Indians organization on prospective lists to
play in the inaugural World
Baseball Classic. He's on the
Dominican Republic roster, as
is Cleveland shortstop Jhonny
Peralta. Left-hander C.C.
Sabathia is on Team USA's list,
while catcher Victor Martinez
said he is excited about playing
for his native Venezuela.

"Anytime you get to play for
your country it is an honor,"
Martinez said. "But my dream
isgettingtheCleveland Indians
to the World Series."
Wedge hopes not having
some of his key players in training camp in March won't keep
Cleveland from a fast start. The
Indians went 9-14 last April
and have yet to have a winning
record through the first month
of a season in Wedge's three
years as manager.
"We don't have one area that
is a primary concern, though
we want to get off to a better
start," Wedge said.
The Indians will open (he
season in Chicago on April 2.
"The White Sox are the team
to beat," Wedge said. "It is not
going to be easy for us. The
entire division has improved.
But we've got some young
guys who are getting better,
too. Peralta and (center Fielder)
Grady Sizemore had tremendous years for us. but they're
getting better. There's room to
grow."
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FOUND BIRTHSTONE RING
in parking lot E. e-mail
vekslra@bgsu.edu with description

Travel

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!

5 Days From $299! Includes Meals.
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties Wilh Celebrities As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules1 On Campus Reps Needed1
www.SprmgBreakTravel com.
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK 2006
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
5.6.7 nighl packages
www.sprlngbreakpcb.com
Spring Break Panama City From
S199i Beachlronl Rooms al Boardwalk. Holiday Inn' Free Parly Package. Food at MTVu Party Tenti Bahamas Cruise $299. Daytona $179.
Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599'
SprmgBreakTravel com
800-678-6386

'BARTENDING1 up to $300'day No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800 965 6520 ext. 174
Accompanist wanted lor
Lulheran Church in Walerville.
Interested person call 419-878-0266
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun
loving counselors to teach all activities. Greal summer' Call 888-844
8080. apply: campcedar.com
Fort Meigs YMCA currently hiring lor
betore S after school child care al
our Bowling Green & Perrysburg lo
cations Musi have some experience
working with children. II interested,
please send a resume & availability
to swetzeHSvmcaloledo.oro or till
out an application at 13415 Eckel
Junclion Rd. Perrysburg OH 43551
VAN DRIVER ■ part- lime Provide
transportation to & trom social serv
ices agency Must be between Ihe
ages ol 21 65. possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record. 10-19 hours a week. Must
be available trom 2:00- 4:00 pm &
500- 9:00 pm
M-F
Salary
$7.69'hr. Submit resume and cover
letter 10 marcvs@crc.wcnet.org or
Children's Resource Center. PO
Box 738. Bowling Green, OH
43402

Chemislry background, part lime. 10
make simple titrations ol 50% Sulluric Acid Number ot hours & work
schedule lo match availability Small
company located 8 miles north ol
8GSU. Contact Gramm Industries at
lei 419-872-7632 or lax 419-872
7634.
We pay up 10 $75 per online survey
www myspendingcash com

For Sale

Personals

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Buy an order ot slutted slicks
GET A FREE HALF ORDER
Every Tues. 2-9pm 352-9638

\.\£2 AXU AX£2 AX12 AX£2 AXQ AX£2 AXi2

Ohio IXiaJs, which includes teams
such as UT. Ohio State University,
theUniversityofCincinnati. Wright
State University and University of
Rio Grande, all teams the Falcons
have faced this season.
"1 don't know if we will see UT if
they 11111 it as a dual tournament,
but if we do it will work to our
advantage," Mundrick said.
Added Napier "We as a team
know what the other teams tendencies an' when they an' wrestling us, so dial's a big advantage.
"We have seen them before so
we know what we need to practice
on during the week."

2000 Ford Taurus. Clean. Light Blue
4 Door SES Sedan. 65.000 miles.
AC. Power windows locks, cassette,
very good cond. Asking $4,900. Any
questions call Brad (4401-759-1145

MOVE IN WITH

y

«-*• NEWIPVE M-Rentals

119 Clay Street:
125 Clay Street:
131 Clay Street:
330 N. Church:
119"2 Clay:
1002 E. Wooster:

Lg two bedroom lower duplex w/ washer and dryer.
Off street parking.
One and two bedroom apts. Otf street parking.
Gas heat only $30.00 per month.
One bdrm apts. Off street parking.
Gas heat only $30.00 per month.
Lg three bedroom lower duplex. Off street parking.
Front porch.
Three bdrm upper duplex. Close to downtown.
Three bdrm house across the street from campus.
Zoned for more than 3 unrelated.

332 SOUTH MAIN ST. BG. OH 43402
(419 I 352-5620 VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.NEWLOVERENTALS.COM

VISIT OUR ONL* OFFICE: NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES

August 2006 Leases
• 849 6th St, 3bdrm
$750/mo
• 239 B Manville, 1 bdrm
$3507mo
• 849A 6th St., 1 bdrm
S325/mo

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

FROBOSE RENTALS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

12 Tuesday. January 24.2006

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

Spaghetti & meatballs, tossed salad
& garlic bread just $5 00 11am-9pm
Eat in or pick up. Pagliai's Pizza
945 S Main 352 7571

3 bdrm. house. One block from
campus. Avail May 06 WD & AC.
One year lease tor $950'month.
Call 419-787-7577.

2 bdrm. house. W/D hookup.
storage shed. $525/mo. * util.
419-353-1556.

For Rent

3 BDRM/ AC» washer/dryer. Close
to campus/downtown. Nice house,
avail in Aug.$1280'mo419308-1242

The Daily Crossword Fix

bookstore

brought to you by

1

■

FOR RENT: 2 BR, near BGSU.
2 BR apt. . turn, w/ cable. Across
Irom BGSU Avail. 1st ot the year.
$680 mo. JBIand16@aol.com or

" Houses & Apts Now . 0607 All
close to campus, low as $199.00
mo. Quiel, close to downtown.
Updates Avail. @CARTYRENTALS
COM or call 353-0325 9am-9pm.
2 bdrm. 1 bathroom apt. Storage
room. Very close to campus.

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washington Street

3/4 bdrm. apts. recently remodeled

419-354-6036

Multiple students unrelated OVER 3
allowed Call 419-308 3525
10am- 10pm 619 High Si.

12 month lease only
Office Open 9 3 M-F
www.hi9hlandmqmt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired

SERVING

30 day salislaction guaranteed
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355

419-352-0590

f'f/

Apartment Far Rent

SINCE 1972

M
Wt S. Main ■ Bowling Green

426 E. Wooster. Lg. 1 Bdrm.
Avail Fall. 2006. $425/ mo.
Ulil. inc.. 352-5882..
Copper Beech townhouse. Private
bdrm/bathrm. free cable/DSL internet $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec & water Immed occup (440) 328-9074.

Houses/Apts. tor 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC.
419-352-8917-532 Manville Ave.
Ottice open 10-2 M-F
wwwbgapartments.com
Quiet tenants prelerred.
Low Monthly Rentals

j

Explore Europe

FRESH

6 weeks 6 credits
June 12-July 20

%

Please Call 419-352-5211
Retired teacher and professor will

Informational Meeting
Jan 25
5:00-5:45 pm BAA 3000

ME IF

Study Abroad Scholorship
application due Feb 2nd
i isf u t msX?*.' {f srf*. 'OT</J
I (.in ('rfflfK.il'-> A,, i •■■■ 'wwM.i-*nnikc.(imi|

$375 monthly included utilities,
phone, cable, and furniture
No Contract

Or. Ueltschy BAA 3000C
ueltsch@cba.bgsu.edu
372-8532

f^irm/Ar /^ XKV'AH

share house. 5 bdrm. 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo. includes all utilities. Call after 7
and leave message. 1419)352-5523

lease required. Available now. Rest
of Jan. is tree. Contact John Ostroske at J.D.ostroske@gmail.com
or (440)241-3958.
Parking spaces available one block
from campus. $100 for semester.
Call 419-787-7577.

f'Nil fur ml. .

11 .11

GLORY ROAD IPO)
1 154 10 7 05 9 45
KING KONG 1 PI; i)
100450850
CHRONICLES OF N»HNIA THE LION. THE
WIICH AN0 THE WARDROBE iran 004 00 7 20
WALK THE LINE IPC-13) t 20 4 00 7 00 9 40
RUMOR HAS IT... tPG-131
3 45 9 30
■ UNDERWORLD EVOLUTION|R) 1 304 15
70O93O
LAST HOLIDAY IPO-13) 130420715950
TRISTAN A ISOIOEIPG-1111404 25 7109:55
HOODWINKED IPO) 100 300 500 7 00915
H0STELIRI
1053155307451000
THE RINOER IPO-Ill
115 710
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN 2IPCI
1003 15
700930
FUN WITH DICK « JANE IPC-13I 100 3 10
5 20 7 30 9 40

Sfnt//*ia r*>

WALK THE LINE IPO-Ill
FLIGHTPLAN 1-0-131
JUST LIKE HEAVEN 1 PC 131
ZATHURAiPG

5 30 7 30 9 40
520720930
4 00 7 00940
510 720930
500700910
510 710910

From Only $475!
NOW LEASING 2006 2007
Georgetown Manor 800 F St.

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio

I & 2 Bedroom Apartments

• Spacious kitchen

Parking and Laundry realities

• Pets welcome!

60s, Waler, & Sewer paid.

-FREE HEA1

The "Blue House" 616 F St.
1 8 3 Bedroom Aportmenh

V««ITY WUII

N

t

□ ' :.'V

133.5 N. Church St.
2 Bedroom Aportments
Downtown, Newly remodeled

135 N. Church St.
3 Bedroom House

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
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ACROSS
1
6
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14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
27
29
30
33
36
38
41
42
43
44

Dot on a map
Part of "M'A'S'H"
Bubble maker
Bete _ (pet peeve)
Deviates off course
Quaker State port
Jar into reality
Imitator
Councof TV
Desert havens
Wall St. letters
University in Deland, FL
Tres y tres
Part ot rpm
Audit pro
Appropriate
Nor I, informally
Try not to be seen
Waned
Brings in
Tippler
Smbad's bird

■1

■H*9 IV
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24
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30
31
32
33
34
35

Lab gel
OToole or Bening
Leave text in!
Wise saying
Apollo's birthplace
Boat propeller
Agree with, generally
Oven setting
Formicary residents
Church passage
Colonial blackbirds
RBI or ERA
Allotted, with "out"

Part of MD
Rulers before Lenin
Party to
Dead person
Finally!
H.S. math class
De Mille of the dance
Kernel's coat
Dnnker's salute
Philly pro
Cornered
Swedish pop group
College VIP
Golfer Isao
Sewing line
Possesses
Chart type
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Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu I hoolcctOfO
Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu ^roSrTJrTSSff^oufflore!
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For Rent

o

z

Friday
9:0Oam-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday
Noon-5;30pm

For Rent

Aoanmenl FOT Renl

Next School Year

424 E. Woosler. Lg 3 Bdrm

3 bedrm. house, close to campus
419-265-1061 or 419-352-4773.

SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP, lor
beaulilul condo in quiel neighborhood, close to campus. Subleaser
lee and deposit paid! 2 brm.. 2 lull
baths, PETS ALLOWED! CALL
ERIN 419-575 4225.

Subleaser needed May - Aug.
Copper Beach 3-4 person unit.
Fully turn., cheap utilities, pels al-

Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House.
$325 mo. & utilities 330-701-8575

lowed. Contact 419-217-0935.

We are looking tor 2 students
to share house rent with at
219 E Merry St 419-351-3639

Subleaser needed May-Aug. 530 S.
Mam-big spacious apt, parking, included $282.50 . util. 419-217-7833

WELL MAINTAINED
2 BEDROOM APTS.
5th & 7th STREETS. 352-3445

THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE

317 N. Enterprise
3 Bedroom Home
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

CONTACT LUCIE 419-354-9740

2 FREE VISITS
With any 10 visit
package purchase

THE
TANNING
CENTER

exp.1/31/2006

3 MONTHS

<£n\y E.C, W 1980

ROOM^

kfl
•*

h^hl"

Avail. Fall 2006. $900/ mo.
Ulil. inc 352-5882.

On selected floor plans

419-353-7715 t=J
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

2

AEON FLUX I PC I]
JUST FRIENDS .PC 13
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For Rent

All. STADIUM SKATING

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

■

■

"Newsboypainter
Henry
Lathered up
Preferences
Afore
Warp-resistant wood
Regency hotels
O)
Funny
Jack
Hollywood
Climbing plant
Nittany Lions' sch.
Thin-shelled nut
Pension $$
36
Heap
37
Slippery swimmers
39
Past tense query
40
Unworkable sugges- 45
tion
46
Annual sports awards 47
Witnessed
Xerox LAN
"Mask" star
Hammer part
Boats like Noah's
Two-stnpers: abbr.
Bread spread
Tobacco kiln

Sublease at the Enclave.
Discounted price $275/mo for turn
apt. Male or Female. No long term

Hxlt I5«) C'oriu-r of I -.-, mid Rl 2x4
,....,,.
1..1.1. r»r 1... 11..1.*
1 .• ■■ .ir .. 1,..II .:
|.-.

-i

WM

km*''

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.b0hiahlandm9mt.com
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

util
Available now or May.
Ph 419-937-2215 or 419 934 0128

r

-

3/4 bdrm. house. $825 per mo. +

$550/mo Call 1-843-425-6770
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(415)420-1607.
3 bedroom, houses.
1 S 2 bedroom, apartments.
Available Aug. Call 419-308-2457.
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1

4
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1 MONTH

In the standard beds ! In the standard beds
only$56.Wu, |
only $25.35,..

AvAiUble.1

exp. 1/31/06

exp. 1/31/06

No Hidden Fees No Credit Card Required

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
419-354-1559
(17 BEDS • 2 BOOTHS)
NO APPOINTMINT
NECESSABV

SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT
9935. Main
119-JS826
iSKDS 1 MOTHS)

THE HEAT
904E.Wcost.er
419-352-3588
lilfDS 1I0OTHI
Clcnft to C«mpu$

Austrailian Cold
Lotions Always
25% off!

Management Inc.
www.moccqbq.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Slop by office for listing!

1045 N Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

MOST IMAGES
ONLY $6, $7 AND

419 353.5800
info@ineccabg.com

i.

$8
t

